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Student Killed in Gun Accident
Police Cadet Shoots Roommate While Unloading Gun
by Bill Farriswonh
news ed~or

Andrew Noto believed that he
would graduate with his St. Louis
County and Municipal Police Academy class last Thursday night What
happened Wednesday night prevented
him from attending the ceremony.
Noto was unloading his service
pistol in the living room of his apartment when Mark Dulle, Noto's
roominate and UM- St Louis student
and soccer player, entered the room.
Seconds later, the gun fired and Mark
Dulle was struck in the head. Dulle
was pronounced dead 40 minutes af-

ter the shooting.
St. Louis County Police are still
struggling with the question of
whether Noto will be able to ~ome
a policeman. The investigation that is
still pending will most likely turn up
no evidence that would cause Noto to
be charged with any crime in the
shooting.
Negligence seems to be the key
factor in Wednesday's shooting. If a
shooting is to be called involuntary.
manslaughter, recklessness must be
the key factor. Noto was apparently
not reckless, but negligent

See SHOOTING, page 4

UM- St. Louis Loses
Soccer Standout
by Russell L. Korando
and Matt Forsythe
of

Mark Dulle, a UM-St.Louis student killed inagun accident Wednesday,
probably would have been the starting goalie for the Rivermen.

SGA :President Implements Changes and Democracy
by Colleen Fuller

more than three scheduled meetings of the Assembly. If a representative misses
more than three meetings, that organization risks losing its budget through the
Student Activities Budget Committee. The first Assembly meeting is SeptemNewly elected Student Govemment As sociation Pres ident Mike Tomlinson ber 10 inRm. 126, I.C. Penney at l:30p.m. Tomlinson said that the regulation
and Vice President David Roither won the election last spring on a platform of has been on the books for years, but "was sporadically enforced in past years."
democracy and change.
Changing the relationship between SGA and the University of Missouri
''} want to be working with everyone, not just someone," expressed Board of Curators is a goal that Tomlinson would also like to initiate. "A
Tomlinson, who felt the former SGA president did not effectively communi- Curator should represent the student and act in the student's best interests.
cate with the entire student body. Tomlinson is also seeking ~re exposure for Somewhere along the line they have lost contact with the students. If students
. SGA. "Students should know we are here,"· he said.
were present at Board ofCnrator meetings, student issues coUld be addressed,"
In ail immediate effort to make the SGA office more acce8. ible to students, Tomlinson explained.
Tomlinson has created structured office hours and has hired a professional
Among the new programs Tomlinson and Roither are implementing on this
secretary. The office will be open and staffed by the new secretary from 8:30 campus include Intercampus Student Council which is a communication link
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Thursday. The office will not have hours on for the four campuses in the UM system. They are also coordinating Vote
Friday, but will be open when SGA officers are working there.
AIperica, a program designed to encourage registration and voting.
Tomlinson has also set provisions for the continued support of campus
By creating new programs and contacts, Tomlinson hopes to make UM-St
organizations. He has said that a regulation used in past years will be enforced.
The regulation stipulates that an organization's representative cannot miss
See SGA, page 4
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After two years of dealing '¢th a
recurring shoulder injury, Mark Dulle
was entering the 1992 soccer season in
the best shape of his life.
"He was a great guy, one of the best
goalies in StLouis," Kevin Hennessy,
friend and teammate of Dulle, said.
"This year he was determined to prove
this. He was in the best shape of his life
for this season."
Unfortunately, Dulle's season and
life came to an abrupt and tragic end
last Wednesday afternoon. Dulle was
shot once in the head as his roommate
was unloading a .40 caliber pistol. St
Louis County Police Chief Ronald
Battelle said at this point the shooting
looks accidental.
''This is very final, Mark's teammates are in a denial stage at this point
It's just like a nightmare," saidRi vermen
head coach Tom Redmond. "When I
was confronted by the detective I
thought it was a bad prank, but as he
started laying our the details ... it is too
horrible to deocribe how I ell"
Dulle was projected as the
Rivermen starting goalie this fall. For
the past two ye.ars he had been fighting
a rotator cuff inj ury, but Redmond and
assistant coach Gary LeGrand lx>th
agreed he was 100 percent.
"He had been working out seven
days a week: since December," LeGrand

said.
Dulle was an immense help in the
Rivermen's rise to a 17-1-2record, and
a No. 2 ranking in the NCAA Division
II polls last year. Dulle had five shutouts and a minuscule goals against
average of 0.94.
LeGrand said quickness was
Dulle's best attribute. "I've never seen
anyone who could hold ground better
in front of the net. He had the best pair
of hands, which was why he seldom
gave up rebounds."
With Dulle's absence, the
Rivermen now find themselves lean:
ing on Jeff Hulsey, a raw freshman, as
their starting goalie. Mark Lynn, who
shared t/1e nets with Dulle last year, is
an academic casualty.
"[Dulle] has been my idol since
high school," Hulsey said. "I didn't
want to get the job this way. I don' t like
it at all. I was looking forward to beating him out of a starting position."
This is the first day of mandatory
proctice since Dulle's death; practice
was optional for the remainder of last
week. Some of the players who have
known Dulle the longest may need an
outlet for the1rfrusti'ation.
Brian Hennessy, who played soccer with Dulle at CBC High, said Mark
was the kind of person who would do
anything for his friends. "When it came
down to the nitty-gritty, Mark would
be there to help you out»

See DULLE, page 4

New Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs Named
by Bill Farnswonh
News Editor

Chesterfield Police Lt. Ed Nestor, recipient of the Drug Abuse
Resistance Education Officer of the Year Award, believes that
early education is the key to keeping children off drugs.

Faculty Member Takes
Officer of the Year Honors
by Michelle McMurray
editor

A UM-St Louis alumnus and
criminology teacher was awarded
a national hooor as the Outstanding
DAR.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance
Education) Officer of the Year in
the United States.
Lieutenant Ed Nestor, of the
Chesterfield Police Department,
said winning the award was overwhehning.
'There are 13,000 D.A.R.E.
officers in the COUTItty. Whenitwas
announced, I was ata banquet with
4,500 people. It was quite a surprise," he said. Nestor said the program is rewarding for him personally because he knows he has helped
make a positive difference in the
lives of children.
"You measure success and
friendshi~Kids call and send letters, and
nts thank you for the
impact on ir children's lives, not

\

just in drugs but in everyday decision making." Nestor said.
Nestor heads the Crime Prevention and Analysis Division for
the Chesterfield and supervises the
department's D.AR.E. officers,
whom he also teaches. Nestor also
heads the internship program, in
which five UM-5t. Louis students
have participated.
Dr. Allen Wagner, acting
chairpecson of the Criminology and
Criminal Justice Department said,
"The department has always felt
that Lt Nestor is an asset to our
faculty. We are pleased that the
national organization has also recognized his abilities and effons."
The D.A.R.E. program is a
curriculum of 17 weeks, aimed at
elementary and high school students, that teaches them decisionmaking skills, the consequences of
drug abuse, building self-esteem
and developing alternatives to drug
use.

Chancellor Blanche M. Touhill has appointed a
dean from the University ofTexas- Arlington to the
position of vice chancellor for academic affairs.
The appointment was effective August IS.
Roosevelt. Wright Jr., dean and professor of
social work at UT - Arlington, has held academic
and administrative posts in higher education for
over twenty years. The post that he will fill on the
UM- St Louis campus is the same position that
Touhill held before accepting the chancellorship.
Wright, as vice chancellor, will oversee the
academic development and operations throughout
the University, which has nine schools and colleges
and 61 degree-granting programs.
"1 have been looking for an opportunity to

New Chancellor for
Columbia Campus

move into University administration," said Wright
"I am looking for
different challenges and challenges that I
couldn't get at my
[former] position
[at UT - Arlington) ."
A new apRoosevelt Wright
proach to the position is one of
Wright's original goals. He would like to see the
vice chancellor for academic affairs an "approachable" administrator.
"My management and operating style will be

open door.l will make myself available to students,
faculty and staff." he said
Wright admitted that the fact that his appointment was effective just before school started would
mean that his introduction to the University <'nd the
job would be more difficult, but also added that he
"wanted to get lost and get found, stop and meet
people."
"You are presented with a different picture of
the University when you are introduced." said
Wright.
Wright earned his bachelor's and master's degrees at the University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee.
He later earned his doctoral degree form the
Universty of Wisconsin- Madison. He has also
published articles and books concerning substance
abuse, gerontology and mental health, especially
these areas and how they relate to minorities.

ItAllAdds Up!

by Lauren Tsuglta
of

The Cu"ent

staff

Charles A. Kiesler, provost at
Vanderbilt University, will be the
next chancellor of the University of
Missouri-Columbia. He will assume
his new position Nov. 1.
Kiesler will occupy the vacancy
created in December when Haskell
Monroe resigned. In the last 16
months, all chancellorships have been
filled from within until the University.
broke this streak by hiring Kiesler.
By hiring an outside administrator, the University passed over Gerald
T. Brouder, the acting chancellor and
provost of the Columbia campus for
the past year. Brouder had been one of
the four finalists for the chancellor
position.
Kiesler, making S150,OOOa year,
will be the second-highest paid administrator in the University of Missouri system. Only President George
A. Russell, whose salary just rose to
$160,000, will earn more.
Keisler has been a provost at
Vanderbilt for seven and a half years.

Photo: C.G. Forrester

A cashier totals this student's book purchase with a smile. Considering the priceGof books today,
and the number required for some classes , it's no wonder the student is not as ~appy.
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An Introduc~ion to the University of Missouri - St. Louis
Academic Structure a/the University
The University
The College of Arts and Sciences, Evening College, Graduate School and the
Schools of Business Administration, Education, Nursing, and Optometry comprise the
campus' academic structure. Each school or college has a divisional dean's office
which handles such matters as: • dean's approval • dropping/adding a course •
withdrawing from classes' academic probation, suspension and dismissal· declaring
or changing majors. work schedule forms' transfer credits· taking course work at
other schools· math & english placement scores • degree applications • scheduling
problems • satisfactory/unsatisfactory option.

College or Arts.and Sdences
All new day Division students with 60 or fewer hours of academic credit are
admitted to the College of Arts and Sciences. When students declare a major in one of
the academic areas within the College, they are assigned a faculty adviser in their area
of specialization. Students have the responsibility ofleaming departmental procedures
and majorrequirements by consulting their adviser prior to registration for classes each
semester.
For problems on the departmental level, students may contact the advising
coordinator of the department by asking the departmental secretary for the coordinator's
name.
Students majoring in business administration or education are assigned an adviser
in their major after completing 30 hours. Prior to completing these 30 hours, busLTJ.ess
administration and education majors and those who have not declared a major may seek
assistance and advisement in the College's Office of Academic Advising, 303 Lucas
Hall, 553-5300.

School of Education
Students formally admitted to the School of Education are assigned,to the Office
of Undergraduate Studies in Education. Students enrolled in the College of Arts and
Sciences who wish to major in education may fill out a "declaration of major" form in
303 Lucas Hall. This will ensure that an education adviser is assigned as early as
possible. Early childhood education, elementary education, physical education, and
special education majors are then assigned to the Office of Undergraduate Studies in

•

Education, in 155 Marillac Hall. All secondary education majors are assigned to faculty
advisers from their respective departments and to advisers in the Office of Undergraduate Studies in Education, telephone 553-5937.
Students approaching the student teaching experience should note that they must
apply for a student teaching assignment in the first four weeks of the semester Jrior to
the one in which they wish to student teach.
Students are required to attend an informational seminar in the second week: of the
semester prior to the one in which they wish to student teach. Dates and times are posted
at the Undergraduate Education Office, 155 Marillac Hall.

School or Business Administration
The School of Business Administration's Office of Academic Advising has
available a staff of professional, academic advisers who provide assistance to students
in planning their academic careers and in dealing with the following concerns:
Appropriate Course Selection; School of Business Administration Requirements;
General Education Requirements; Evaluation of Transfer Credit; Career Information;
Course Prerequisites; School Policy and Regulations; and Graduation Requirements.
Other matters related to a student's academic matriculation should also be directed to
this office.
Prospective business students who are admitted to the College of Arts and Sciences
or the Evening College should submit an official declaration of their major to the dean' s
office of the college to which they have been admitted. When they have earned a
specific number of credit hours (30 for day students in Arts & Sciences and 40 for
Evening College students) they will then be assigned to the School of Business
Administration for advisement. Day Business Administration majors who have completed, or are in the process of completing, sixty (60) hours of credit should see an
academic adviser (487 SSB) regarding a division change into the School of Business
Administration. Transfer students at the junior or senior level who have been admitted
to the School of Business Administration should contact the advising office and plan
to meet with an adviser early in the semester for an evaluation of transfer credit and
planning of their degree program.
All students are urged to make advising appointments early during each semester,
prior to registration dates, to obtain approval of schedules for coming semesters.
Advising is a continuous process. Information regarding the advising process may also
be obtained in 487 SSB, or by calling 553-5888.

Ways That You Can Get Involved On Campus •••
University Center
The University Center is the location
for Food Services, the Bookstore, University Center/Student Activities adminis"
trative offtces, and meeting rooms. A
computer resource center, student government offices, and the Black Culture
Room are also located here. Lounge space
provides a comfortable environment fur
relaxation or study, and a TV room and
amusement area provide places for recreation.

Organizations
Students interested in performing onstage, writing for the Currenl, checkmating a challenger, floating scenic streams,
caving, backpacking, or pursuing other
specialinterestscanjoinoneofthenear~ ·

is a student board which, in conjunction
with the Office of Student Activities, selects and implements many of the programs and activities open to the University ofMissouri-St. Louis. Committees of
the Boardincludemusical events, arts and
lectures, video presentations, special
events, recreation and travel, exhibits
and displays and promotions and
marketing.

Cultural Opportunities and
Entertainment
The Student Activities Office works
with the student University Program Board
in planning a variety of cultural and social
activities. These programs are subsidized
by student activity fees and by the University.Informationcanbeobtainedbyca11ing
553-5291 or by coming to 267 University
Center:
.•
.
'

100 stud~t y bs iiItd· org8.l}i¥tions '?It.,.
campus. Informati611 concemlng recog:
Black Culture Room
nized department clubs, fine arts groups,
fraternities·and sororities, religious organizations,andspecialinterestgroupsmay
The Black Culture Room, located in
be obtained in 267 University Center.
254 University Center, includes a tutorial service and is equipped with a study
University Program Board
area and lounge. Initiated by the Minority
Student Service Coalition, now called the
The University ProgramBoard(upB) Associated Black Collegians, the room is

named "Umajaa," an African word meaning brothers and sisters working together.
Students are welcome to drop in at 254
University Center or ca1l553-5731.

Student Government Association
All students are members of the Student Association, which is designed to
work toward full student participation in
all aspects of University life, University
affairs, and policy-making. It represents
the student body in all facets of University
governance and provides services to the
campus community.
The legislative body of the Association is known as the Assembly and consists of the Association president and vicepresident, one representative for each
Association-recognized student organization, and O11e represen~ati,-:« !!lected for
every 500 students emolledin the Graduc
ate School, School of Optometry, and
Evening College, and for day undergraduate students majoring in business
administration, education, nursing, and
fields included in the College of Arts and
Sciences. The general elections are held
each April. Elections are also held in the
fall, providing new and transfer students
with one elected representative for every

500 of these students.
Membership on Association and Assembly committees is open to all students.
The executive committee of the Assembly is composed of the officers of the
Association and the standing commit- tee
neads of the Assembly. It functions as the
overall planning and executive committee and as the committee on committees.
Students interested in working in
student government can receive more information at the Student Government Association offices in 262 University Center, telephone: 553-5104.

Evening College Council
While not formally a part of student
government, the Evening ColJege Council serves the evening student body as
its liaison with the faculty and administration. It acts as a sounding board for
the ideas and interests of s tudents w ho'
attend UM-StLouis evening classes. 'It
also coordinates social activities and programs of special interest to the evening
student Membership on the Council is
open to all students enrolled in the Evening
College who are in good standing with the
University. Applications are available in
324 Lucas Hall.
The Council traditionally sponsors a

Evening College
"
Students enrolled in the Evening College may request a day or evening appointment for advising by calling the office in 324 Lucas Hall at 553-5162. Students who
have not been assigned a departmental adviser can meet with an adviser in the Evening
College office.
After completing forty credit hours, students should declare a major and are then
assigned. to the appropriate departmental adviser. Students will also receive an
evaluation of accumulated credits as they apply toward their chosen degree. Advisers
in the Evening College provide information regarding the Bachelor of General Studies
degree as well as other degree programs.

School of Nursing
The Bachelor of Science in Nursing program is designed to provide the registered
nurse, whether a graduate of a hospital diploma or associate degree program, with the
opportunity to continue nursing education at the baccalaureate level of nursing practice.
Students who are working toward a BSN degree should contact the Office of
Student Services for the School of Nursing, (119 South Campus Classroom Building,
553-6066) to have their tranScripts and records evaluated and to plan their courses in
their degree program.

School of Optometry
The Optometry Schools is located on the South Campus and operates a full service
eye care facility, The Center for Eye Care and Vision Research. The clinic provides
comprehensive eye examination, contact lens, binocular vision, low vision and
spectacle services. All types of contact lenses for both the routine and difficult patient
are available. The optical dispensary has a wide variety of modern eye glass frames to
meet the many different individual needs and desires. This eye care clinic is open to
students, faculty, staff, alumni and the public; however, students, faculty, staff and
alumni receive a discount on both service and materials (i.e., contact lenses' and eye
glasses). In addition, as the UM- St. Louis School of Optometry conducts a variety of
vision research (i.e. contact lenses, binocular vision, eye disease, etc.), you may want
to inquire about participating in a study. Study participants generally receive services,
materials and/or care at a reduced fee from our normal clinic fees. For an appointment
or further information call 553-5131.

"Koffee Klatch", with free refreshments
on Monday and Tuesday evenings on
North Campus and Wednesday evening
on South campus, for relaxation with
friends. It is held during the fall and winter
semesters in the third floor lobby of Lucas
Hall and is supported by a part of the
Student Activity Fee.

University Senate
The principal governing body of the
campus is the University Senate which is
composed. of75 faculty members, 25 students, and 13 administrators who serve by
virtue of their campus positions. Students
are elected each winter semester after
applications are solicited through the student newspaper and flyers. Astudentmust
have completed at least 9 credit hours at
UM- St.Louis to qualify for election and
may not be on academic or disciplinary
probation. The Senate is responsible for
recommel1ding and implementing educational policy, particularly in the areas of
Rc.<l.demic and student affairs. The Senate
reports its actions to all members of the
University faculty and to appropriate
members of the student body.
Standing committees make recommendations to the Senate and to appropriate administrative offices. Students, both
members and non-members of the Senate,
serve on such committees as Curriculum
and Instruction, Admission and Student

Spicy Crispy Chicken Sandwich,
Reg. Fries* and Reg. Soft Drink
*Seasoned Curly Fries extra. Served after
10:30 a.m. Valid through Sept. 31, 1992 at
Natural Bridge location only.
Please present coupon when

ordering. One coupon per
customer. One otTer per
coupon. Not valid in
combination with
any other offer.
L ____________________
~
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FREE POSTERS

Mark Twain Buildin~
The facilities available in the Mark
Twain Building are numerous and varied
to meet the needs of almost every athletic
interest The building includes the athletic and physical education departments
and all indoor intercollegiate and intramural-recreational activities.
The indoor swinuning pool is available to all members of the University
community for daily open recreation.
Other areas of interest in the Mark Twain
Building include an indoor running track,
new fully equipped weight room/fitness
center, saunas and whirlpool, four courts
available for handball and racquetball on
a reservation basis, and a training room
and locker rooms for both men and women.
Lockers in both the men's and women's
areas may be checked out to students,
faculty, staff, and alumni on a semester
basis. In order to obtain additional information regarding locker room services,
check with the attendant on duty.
The largest single area of the
Mark Twain Building is the gymnasium,
which has a seating capacity of 4,700
when all of the portable bleachers are
utilized. When the bleachers are retracted,
the gymnasium includes three basketball
courts on the main floor, as well as one
court on each of the deck areas, one floor
level above the main basketball court
Both the main gym floor and the deck
areas can be used for such activities as
volleyball and badminton plus a wide
range of other activities found in the
University'S comprehensive program of
intramural and recreational sports.
In addition to the indoor facilities, the UM-St.Louis athletic complex
contains approximately six acres of outdoor space including soccer, baseball, and
softball fields, six termis, and two outdoor
handball courts, and an intramural/recreational play field. Also available is a 1.5
mile "Fit" Trail which winds through
campus and a new "Fit" Court located
west of the building.

Athletics
Intercollegiate Sports

Time ToRegister
career Placement Services
Sophomores i JUDlon-Co-opi IDtemships
(Paid postions related to degree while in doo1)

8eDlon-Jobs After Graduation
Stop by the Current,
#1 Blue Metal Building,
on Tuesday, Aug. 25
to receive your
free poster.

Aid, Library, Grievance, Student Affairs,
Student Publications. Athletics, Fiscal
Resources and Long-Range Planning,
Community Affairs, International Studies, Bylaws and Rules, and Physical Facilities and General Services. Students
wanting additional information may contact the Student Government Association
offices, telephone: 553-5105.

• On Campus Recru1t1ng Begins In September
• Career Ubrary • Resume &: Interviewing Workshops
• Current Job Listings
8a.m. •7p.m., MT
8Lm.· 5p.m., W'lb F

Intercollegiate teams, known as the
Rivermen and Riverwomen, have established UM-St.Louis as legitimate NCAA
and MIAA powers. Men's tennis, basketball, soccer, baseball, swimming and golf
teams have participated in post-season
NCAA tournaments, while individual
Rivermen have gained district, regional,
and all-American honors. In the fall of
1980, the men's intercollegiate teams began competition in the Missouri
Intercollegiate Athletic Association Conference. Men's intercollegiate competition includes baseball, basketball, golf,
soccer, swimming and tennis. Women's
intercollegiate teams began competition
in the MIAA Conference and the NCAA
in 1982-83. The women's soccer, volleyball and softball teams have participated
in the NCAA post-season toumamel}t,
and several women soccer athletes have
received regional and All-Americanhonors. The women's program includes soccer, volleyball, basketball, softball, tennis
and swimming. Students who have current
ID cards are admitted free f"
home events,
playoffs.
excluding MIAA and NC
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LAST DAY TO RETURN TEXTBOOKS FOR FULL REFUND IS SEPTEMBER 7
Stop in the University Bookstore
and check out our full selection of...
·Classroom supplies
-Greeting cards
-Computer software
-Gifts
-Office supplies
-Bestseller books
-Backpacks

-Briefcases
-Books
-Magazines
-Teaching aids
-Study guides
-University apparel
-Macintosh computers

.· Returns &R~fund PQlicy: .
' Textboo}cs .· .•.. '. '".... .... .. .• .".. •. ..• ...•..' '. .' ..••. .. .. .'. .• .. ..•
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. . ,",, 4)Price stickers are notremoyed~ : " . .
'
.

Mon. - Thur. 7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Regula~ Hours:

Mon. - Thur. 7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

, '
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··SpepialOrders, Magazines, Newspapers
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..

Text .' '. . . '
'. , .. If. retutn~dwithin.24hours,withsales re~eipt ... ..
.

" Supply ltems . .' ' . . . .' . . . ... ....... .: .. .... ' . ' .' :. ", ,' .. . .
".. ,
.' .' 1) Ifreturnedwithin 10 working days ofpurchase;
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Metro Link Dedicated, Will Run Through Campus
by Michelle McMurray
editor

U.S. House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt said, "It was a great
ride and it is a great system. It will be
a big success."
Retired Missouri Congressman
Robert Young said, "I am really
pleased with the ride. It was really
smooth."
Trains in the Metro Link system
can be run from either direction and
will be able to seat up to 284 passengers. The times of operation for the
frrst phase will be from 5:30 a.m. to
1:30 a.m. The train routes will starlin
the main terminal of Lambert International Airport and end in East S t
Louis, Illinois.
Funds have been appropriated for
the Light Rail System to extend from
EastSt. Louis to ScottAir Force Base,
pending approval from the federal
government, said George Leontsinis,
chairman of Citizens for Modem
Transit.
Other possible extensions include
service from the airport to Mehlville
and as far west as S1. Charles.

A dedication that kicked off the
Metro LinkLightRail System on July
10 was celebrated with a christening,
local dignitary awards, rides in the
first car, live bands arid food. The
Light Rail System is set to begin operatiooinsummer 1993,andwillhave
two stops on the UM-St. Louis campus.
Dr. Donald Driemeir, deputy to
Chancellor Blanche M. Touhill, was
the recipient of the interim Chancellor for Academic A ward. BellY Van
Uum, assistant to the Chancellor for
public affairs, accepted the award and
said, "Our theme at UM-St. Louis is
partnership. We are honored that we
will have two stations."
Local dignitaries and representatives from each of the 20 stations
along the ftrst phase of the Light Rail
System were the ftrst passengers to
ride the train. The fIrst phase will be
18 mi:1es long.

UM- St. LouiS will have two stops on the MetroLink route which begins service in July, 1993.

Mid Day Theft Baffles Cantpus Police
by Tom Kovach
of The Current staff
"Be aware of your surroundings."
That's what UM-St. Louis Police Chief
John Pickens is telling students, faculty and
staff after a recent theft of a vehicle.
Police gave this account:
An orange 1982 Toyota Celica entered
Garage C about 4 p.m. on Aug. 5. As the car
entered the parking garage, two black youths
about 18 to 20 years old, driving a ml).fOOn
Toyota, passed the vehicle. The passenger in
the maroon car stuck his hand under his shirt
and ordered the driver and passenger out of

the Celica.
Police say the suspect then drove off in
the car, which was recovered the next day.
Campus poIicerevealed that the victims were
not students or faculty of the University, and
that an investigation into the incident continues.
Pickens said he is especially troubled by
the incident because it happened in the middle
of the day.
"But every crime is a concern of mine,"
he said. "in this instance it was robbery, even
though no weapon was displayed."
Pickens said crime could increase because the Metro-Link, which begins running
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Call for an appOintment

from page 1

Louis the hub of local politics. "This will be a dramatic
change," Tomlinson said. The introduction of"political
affairs [on campus) can be utilized to flnd out what
students want."
''This campus has a lot going for it," Tomlinson
concluded. "If we can channel [the students'] energy
from apathy [to supportJ, we will get a positive response
from the University's administration."

r - - - - - - AI ,- - ,
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I
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next y~, will pass through the campus, and
the route will have two stops here,one of
which is on North Campus.
"It makes the campus more accessible to
crime," he said.
Auto theft has not, however, been a major
part of the crime on campus. In 1989, 5 cars
were stolen, 4 cars were stolen in both 1990
and 1991. The overall ~me rate increased
almost 20 percent from 1990 to 1991. This
increase is likely to continue next year due to
the addition of the Metro-Link.
Pickens said to call xS155 from any phone
on campus if "any activity doesn't seem right
or you feel threatened."
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Driemeitr Named New UM-St. Louis
Deputy ~ the Chancellor Hosts AAYAC
Conference
by Gerry Malone
Current news reporter

Donald Drie eier, longtime dean of the
School of Busin s Administration, has accepted the post deputy to the chancellor.
Driemeier has bee dean of the business school
n serving as interim vice
since 1977, and h
chancellor for aca emic affairs since August
1990.
Under Driel~' r, the School of Business
Administration hIS grown in both students and
stature. Driemeie:' IeCeived his bachelor's degree from DePau'll University and his master's
and D.B.A. from ~ashington University. He
joined the UM-St.LouisJaculty in 1965.
Roosevelt Wri!~t Jr., dean of the school of
Social Work at tie University of Texas at
Arlington, was aprointed to be the new vice
chancellor for acadunic affairs.
Also assuming n~w roles within the administration are Rickey L. George, who will assume duties as the Inttrim dean of the School of
Education, and Evertte E. Nance, who was
appointed as interim tean of the Evening Col"
lege.

Simeon Williams, a UM- St.
Louis graduate, was frustrated with
. the problems that were evident in his
. neighborhood and decided to do
something about them.
Williams started the MricanAmerican Youth Anti-Violence
Conference (AA Y AC). The conference was held June 18, 1992, with
nearly 3,(0) people attending
event
Williams said he got the idea because "I saw a lot of problems in my
neighborhood with youth." Williams
also said he wanted to confront
"black-an-black violence, gangs and
drugs." Mter talking with William
Oliver, a criminal justice associate
professor at UM- St. Louis, June 18
was the date set for the conference.
According to Oliver, "The
AA Y AC is going to be an annual
event beginning this fall.
On Nov. 7, theAA YAC wi:11 consist of an all-day conference with
workshops. There will be keynote
speakers who will focus on conflict
resolution, drug abuse, crime, AIDS
prevention, strategies for negotiating
with educational systems and male/
female relationships.
In addition, AA Y AC plans to
sponsor a spring conference targeted
toward parents and service providers
of at-risk African-American youth.
These conferences will be held at
UM-St. Louis. According to Oliver,
the planning conuniuee, which includes Cosandra Turner, William
Oliver and Simeon Williams, "thinks
it is important that UM-St. Louis is
the site of these conferences given
the University's mission and commitment to serve the urban community."

the

ShooUng~ ieam page 1
Had Nota been pIJying with the gun, or
pointing it at Dulle as ::joke, police would be
more likely to cite reck~ssness ..
Police say that the 40 caliber pistol was
issued to Noto by the comty police department
just a few hours before tle shooting occurred.
S tandardgun safety
that a gun should
always have the safety en~aged, unless the gun
is to be flred. In a situaion like Noto's, the
safety should have been engaged before the
gun was even brought oUlof the bag.
Gun safety also teaches hat the safety should
be engaged and the gun shoIld be pointed away
from any people when Ulloading. Noto was
apparently intending to un ad his pistol when
it [rred.
Tests of Nato's gun co
that there were
no" malfunctions and that e only way that
Nato's gun could have frreds if the safety was
disengaged.
The pistol issued to Noo is one that holds
a bullet in the cham ber and nore bullets in the
magazine. To unload this t):le of pistol, Nato
would have had to push a release button in

<ii:at&

L . . - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....J

addition to engaging the safe)'.
Noto and Dulle had onlybeen roommates
had known
for a month before the
each other since high
they played
on the Christian Brothers
High School

DuUe~ from page 1
"Right now, the kids need 'to unload their frUStration," Redmond said.
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Knowledgeable

That's
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college fundng sources are
Kevin Hennessy said every time he.
promiSing, antilJellYerlng! You has stepped on the field in the past he's
get at least 51 sources Dr
thought of Mark in goal, protecting the

you owe ,",nothing!
Free Infol11atlon.

Factory Trained

Responsive

many rich,

''I'd say one-half to two-thirds of the
kids knew Mark well. But the ones that
are new to the team are in just as much
shock." .
Many present at the practices are
aware of the difference in the attitudes
and emotions that are due to Dulle's

team.
"Now when we play, something is

1.aoo.USA·122 (Ext.3906,

missing ... it's reaDy hard to practice."
he said.
.
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NG VINTAGE JE~S & CLOTHING, EUROPEAN MIlITARY SURPLUS,
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"Their preventive maintenance program (vs crisis maintenance) has
resulted in no down-time this year. The honesty factor in their diagnosis
is also very valuable to us."
Diane Menne
INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING
Ask About Our Service Credit Program

349-6600

Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility
or call us at 383-5555. Ifyou have your account at another bank,
be used at the machine in University Center if it has a BankMate or

ty Center
ATMqlrdcan
symbol on it.
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Service Vehicles

Non-P~rmit

K

. not driving their registered vehicle, may
obtain a temporary parking peI'mit from
the UM-St Louis Police Office. They
Parking Regulations
then may park in their usual parking area.
Special parking areas are indicated
Students may park only in those lots
for motorcycles at the north end of Lot C
and areas designated for student parking . and on the ground level of all parking
Students, faculty, or staff who have
garages under the ramps. Students and
not purchased a parking permit must park staff who have a physical handicap may
in the appropriate lot. The daily parking obtain 5pe{;ial permission to park in areas
charge is SI.00, payable at UM-St Louis
designated for handicapped parking. The
Police Office. For th'&se needing to park at Student Health Center, 127 Woods HalL
the South Campus Complex, it is neces- 553-5671, approves handicapped parking
sary to obtain a Daily sticker at the VMrequests upon receipt of a physician's
St Louis Police Office.
recommendation.
Those persons who have purchased a
Vehicles must park head-in only, and
parking permit, but for some reason are parking permits should be properly at-

Some Helpful Information
Parking Fees
The campus charges a parking fee to
. students desiring parking permits; these
fees cover the cost of building new lots
and new parking garages, as well as maintaining lots and campus roads. Car fees
are assessed at a rate of $3.07 per credit
"hom, not to exceed S49J2 fOr fall or
winter semesters or $24.56 for summer
session. Motorcycle fees are assessed at a
rate of $1.60 per credit hour to a maximum of $25.60 for a regular semester and
$12.88 for summer session.

Emergency Telephone
Handicapped Parking
Handicapped Walkways
Shuttle Route

tached to the rear window on standard
automobiles. For convertibles, station
wagons, vans, and trucks, the permit
should be applied to the front window,
passenger side. Parking permits may be
purchased at reduced rates as the semester
progresses.
Students must park their vehicles in
their appropriate area whenever the University offices are open (semester breaks,
spring vacation), even though classes are
not in session.
After 5:00 pm on Friday and on
weekends or holidays, students may park
in the most convenient space, with the
exception of handicapped parking areas.

Chancellor's Residence
Blue Metal Building

Em

Music Bldg.

Recycling Center

ED

Observatory

General Services Bldg.

III
Em
III

Health Science Library

Mark Twain Bldg.
Computer Center Bldg. (opens 7/92)
Social Sciences & Business Bldg.
Lucas Hall

determines
your selfconfidence?

Marillac Hall Optometry Clinic

Education Administration Bldg.

mWard E. Barnes Library

m
m

South Campus Open Computer Lab

Benton Hall

Resear.ch Bldg.

E::I Honors College

1m Library Annex

m

Parking Stickers
Replacement stickers can be obtained
free of charge at the UM-St. Louis
Cashier's Office. The scraps of the old
sticker mus t be turned in at the s ame time.

.

South Campus Classroom Bldg.

ED Boiler House
ED Surplus Property Center
Em Archaeological Survey
vice in the event major repair is needed .
To obtain help, drivers may phone the
UM-StLouis Police dispatcher at 553-

5155.
'transportation Services

Evening Parking
Certain sections of Faculty/S taff lots
will be open to student parking after 4:30
pm. Check with the UM-St. Louis Police
if you are uncertain about this feanrre.

Visitor Parking

Special parking for visitors is usually
lirni ted to 30 minutes but can be ex tended
by calling the Campus Police, 553-5155.
Friends or relatives driving a student's car
on campus are not entitled to park in
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . visitors' lots . They are required to follow

What

mROTC

Light Rail Station

mClark Hall
mThomas Jefferson Library
ED

It! Stadler Hall
ED Alumni Center
III Bush Center
ED International House

student parking regulations.

Car Trouble
AB a service to motorists on. campus,
an Emergency vi!hjc1e operates from 7:00
am - 11:00 pm, Monday-Thursday, and
9:00 am - 5:00 pm on Friday to assist in
unlocking car doors when keys have been
locked inside, jump-starting cars with dead
batteries and securing outside lowing ser-

The Student Activities Office coordinates a car pool service and provides
information on Bi-S tate routes and schedules. Those students interested in ride·
sharing or requiring tr~portation are
invited to drop by 267 University Center
or call 553-5291 for information:
Car Pools
Car pool parking permits may be obtained by registering all autos involved at
the Cashier's Office and paying a parking
fee based on credit hour enrollment. Car
pool permits with two members are assigned to park in regular student parking.
Special permits are assigned to car pools
with three or more members, allowing
parking in a reserved space in garage C
near the University Center. For more information concerning a computerized
listing of students Llterested in car pooling, contact Student Activities in 267
University Center, telephone: 553-5291.

Buy America's #1 self-help
bestseller with over
14 million copies sold.

Dianetics

WE ARE PRO-CHOICE
For more infonnation about
your choices contact:
MISSOURI RELIGIOUS COALITION FOR
ABORTION RIGHTS
721-2446
REPRODUCTIVE HEALT~ SERVICES,
ST. LOUIS
367-0300
PLANNED PARENTHOOD,
ST.LOUIS AREA
781-3800

HOPE CLINIC FOR WOMEN, lTD,
GRANITE CITY, Il.
1-800-84 4-3130
WOMEN'S CARE, INC.
739-8416

"The Owner's Manual
for the Human Mind"
($6) Order from:
Hubbard Dianetics Foundation
9510 Page Ave
St. Louis, MO 63121
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DON1 FORGET YOUR CREDIT UNION I
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SAME DAY DECISION OR $20 GIFT CERTIFICATE
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Letter FroID the Editor

y Michelle McMurray
Hello UM-St Louis students, faculty and staff. On behalf of The Current,
we welcome you back for another year. We hope to keep the campus
community informed by publishing every Monday, and plan to have giveaways such as movie tickets, shirts andposters. This is your paper and we are
here to serve you.
Feel free to come by our offices for open house this vi ednesday, and meet
the staff any time during the day or evening. I also encourage everyone to
voice their opinion. Be heard! We welcome letters to the editor.
Times are exciting now, with.the presidential election quickly approaching. It is time for a change and time for Bush-Quayle to go! Exercise your rights
and get out and vote. By the way, we are looking for a political reporter.
I would like to take this opportunity to introduce my wonderful editorial
and business editors. Max Montgomery, one of my right-hand men, carries on
as managing editor until his January graduation. Jason Buchheit, my other
right-hand man, has the position of business manager. Marcus Buggs also
brings his computer expertise back for his last year here, and is the associate
business manager. Bill Farnsworth replaced me as news editor. Bill just started
at the paper last year as a reporter and has worked hard doing a good job of
learning the ropes of the newspaper business. Robin Mayo returns as features
editor. Robin is excellent in creativity and design, and will be using her abilities
to help us prepare for The Current's 32nd anniversary and reunion celebration.'
Russ Korando also returns as sports editor. I admire Russ for his determ ination
and hard work to achieve his goals. I am confident Russ will be successful at
anything he sets his mind to. One of my favorite people is Matt Forsythe. Matt
will work wi th Russ as associate sports edi tor. Matt is dependable and doesn't
do anything half-heartedly. Alfie Ali steps in as director of photography. Alfie
is also a computer genius and will help us with troubleshooting.
Christine McGraw continues as one of the best advertising directors this
paper has seen. She is familiar with the editorial and business aspects 'o f this
newspaper well, and will make a fine editor. Christine's assistant is Cindy
Hale who can kick butt when it comes to selling. Eagle-eye Peggy Krewson
returns as our copy editor. Obdillah "Dol" Othmen joins us this year as
circulation director. His enthusiasm and excitement make him a welcome
addition.
I am proud of the reporters, photographers and account executi ves we have
this year. We have a good-looking staff -- just look to the right We are a
newspaper of different backgrounds, races and values, but we are all here for
the same purpose. To keep you, the student, as informed as possible.

The Current Staff 1992-93

Photo: Alfie M. Ali
From left to right, back to front: Laura Berardino, Brad Touchette, Krista Wesche, TrezzetteStafford, Jason Buchheit, Christine
McGraw, Robin Mayo, Tom KovaCh, Shunda Lee, Karen Shymanski, Anjanette Smith, Bill Farnsworth, Michelle McMurray,
Lauren Tsugita, Michele Lawson, Hi! Newton, Max Montgomery, Marcus Buggs, Matt Forsythe, Diana Davis, Cindy Hale, Alfie Ali

Rodney King Verdict Sends
A Message About Injustice

Budget CrunchWoes
School Supplies Should Take Priority Over Bands

Dear Editor:
On Apr. 29,1992, a jury panel of
ten whites, one asian, and one hispanic
sent a cold, unsurprising message to
the black community. They acquitted
Police Officers Lawerence Powell,
TheodoreBrisena, Timothy Wind,and
Sgt. Stacy Koon of the BEATING of
Rodney King. (pO Powell's charge
of excessive force with a deadly
weapon ended in a mistrial but the
verdict is obvious.) If you found this
to be a surprise then those jurors did
you a favor by jerking you out of
hibernation.
Would it have made a difference
for Ex-Chief Darryl Gates to resign?
Will this new black Chief of Police,
Willie Williams, make a significant
difference or will he just be a pawn?
(Sounds a lot like the St. Louis di-

lemma).
Did they get away ',vith murder?
Hell yes! This is institutionalized
RACISM at its best This has not been
the rust time and it won't be the last
I WONDER WHAT THE
VERDICT WOULD HA VEBEEN
IF THE OFFICERS WERE
BLACK AND THE VICTIM
WERE WHITE.
Hery's a news flash, It's time for
you to wake up my brothers and sisteTS. I am going to do what I gotta'
do by ANY MEANS NECESSARY
whether you back me or not. The
battle was lost but the war rages on
with a vengeance and if you didn't
know that, it's because you weren't'
fighting!! !

Alicia A. Tate
Black Nationalist

On Campus, Conscientious Student Says
Dear Editor:
I was walking to class one
Wednesday afternoon when I heard
music corning from the University

Center. As I got closer, I realized a
band was pJaying. During an intermission, someone from the University took the microphone and
announced future dates and times
when different bands would be performing at the University. One of
these bands was the Ralph Butler
Band. I am not a connoisseur of
music or bands, but in high school I
did hire DJs and bands for various
dances. My conclusion: Bands are
expensive (especially the Ralph

Butler Band).
As I ,sat in class, my professor
announced that there would be no
study guides handed out for the next
test. He e;t;plained that the department was attempting to cut back on
expenses and could not afford iO
lose that much paper.
The gesture of having bands on
campllS is a thoughtful one with
genuine intent. If the bands are perfOrming as a charity to UMSL's
crippling cutbacks, I apologize. But
if they are not, let us get our priorities straight
Paul A. Henroid

Ex-Employee Of Chancellor Calls Working Conditions Unfair
Dear Edilor:
Effective Friday, Aug. 7,1992, I

am resigning from my position as an
administrative secretary. Over the
past two years, I have spoken with
Chancellor Blanche Touhill personally and also by phone and have not
received any support, which leaves
me no other alternative but to resign.
For those of you who are not
aware, I was the private secretary of
the late Marguerite Ross Barnett. I
will inform yor ~hat I did not appreciate the interrogation that I went
through while working for UM-St
Louis. Furthermore, before Dr.
Touhill was appointed to her position, I met with her privately and
asked if I should seek employment
outside the University beCause I had
heard from Human Resources and
other sources that she would be
bringing her own people in to work
for her.
Dr. TQuhill used me for all the
information she needed. Then she
shipped me to work with the maintenancemen in the basement of General
Services. I was placed in., a locked

area which made me feel like a prisoner. Also, management decided to
send a locksmith in one morning to
dismantle the door lock on our entrance door so that the door could not
be opened. In order to enter or exit we
were walking through someone else's
office just to get into ours. The window on the door had been painted so
that we could not see any sign of life.
During the day, fruit flies flew around
us distracting us from working. Can
you imagine trying to type and batting
flies? We fmally reported the flies
and an exterminator was sent in to
spray the bugs while we were in the
room. Can .you imagine someone
spraymg bug spray in a closed area
with no wind0ws? I am surprised that
we survived after being 'made sick to
our stomachs from the bug spray.
After this treatment, we decided to
call in the Department of Human
Rights since we could not get any
results. Management cane to us to
listen to our complaints but that was
all. After the Department of Human
Rights was called in, management
started really responding.
Consequently, this dismissal from

the Chancellor's Office was after I
ha~ explained the office procedure to
Candi Agnew, Touhill's personal
secretary, who had been working with
her prior to her appointment as Chancellor. How much more can a person
bear? First she harasses me by treating
me like I was her private slave answering to her beckoning call. Later,
she sent me to Mary Vosevich and
Ron Schrum to complete the interrogation.
After Dr. Touhill became Chancellor, three people were removed
from the Chancellor's office: Gloria
Taylor, who is black, Betty ·
Covington, who is white and myself.

Betty Covington received a nice office with brand new office furniture
and a promotion as supervisor including almost a $l0,()(){J increase in salary. My office desk looks like it was
purchased at Goodwill Industries.
I have been working in the corporate world for many years and never
in my lifetime have I seen such racism. I will state that it was a shame to
go through such an experience while
working for Dr. Blanche Touhill. The
University is a state run institution
and hopefully circumstances like this
will not continue.
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. The Current welcomes letters to the editor onsubjectsof,interest to.
its readers. Letters should be brief and typed it possible, arid. the use of •...
any material is at the discretion of the editor.
.
.. , ... ...
... Editing maybS necessary for space and clarity to avoid obscenity,.•
libel or invasion of privacy, but ideas will not be altered. · .:.
'
Letters do not necessarily reflect the opinions of this newspaper;
. All letters must bear the handwritten signature of the writer and .
include addresS, student identification number and phone number for
verification purposes (name and student identification number can be .
with held upon request).
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Here's the deal.
Buya pair of Levi's button fly SOls
and live in 'em for a rnonth.
If you don't absol u tely love them,
just bring them back for a full refund.
That's it. Guaranteed.
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Campus Organizations

Southwestern Bell Offers CallNotes
Discount To UM-Sf. Louis Community
Southwestern Bell Messaging Services is offering CallNotes, anew voice
message service, to UM-Sl Louis
students and faculty undel" a special
trial offer. CallNotes is a service that
enables students to get their phone
messages without the use of an answering machine. All that is neered is
a Touch-tone phone.
"We think students will especially
enjoy CallNotes because it's easy to
use, offers greater privacy than an answering machine -- and when it comes
to message taking -- is far more accurate," says Stephanie Huth, Corporate
Manager of Sales and Marlceting for
Messaging Services.
"Most srudents can't afford to miss
, important phone calls or not get their
messages. With CallNotes you don't
need to worry because it will automatica1ly t.ake messages for you, even when
you're on the phone," says Huth. "And
you don't need to purchase any equip• ment or hassle with a machine. Just an

ocdinary Touch-tone phone will do."

Subscnbers can find out whether
they have messages simply by picking
up their telephone receiver and listening: a special dial tone, one that is
interrupted by soon pauses, means
messages are waiting to be picked up.
CallNotes is more private than an
answering machine because it requires
a pass code (which the subscriber creates) to pick up messages, says Huth.
And depending on the service plan,
messages can am be kept separate and
private for each individual in a household. Up to six extensioo mailboxes
can be created, one for each roommate
or household member, adds Huth. And
each mailbox has its own personal
greeting and private pass code.
CallNotes comes in three plans:
Economy,Standard, or Enhanced. The
Economy plan includes basic call answering and will record up to 20 oneminute messages at anyone time. It
also comes with a daily reminder.

"Students can use this feature to remind themselves of imponant projects
and exams, or even give themselves a
- daily wake-up call, " says Huth.
UM-St Louis srudents an faculty
get a 20 percent discount off any
CallNotes plan. And the set-up charge
is free. To order CallNotes, or for more
information about the various plans,
customers can call1-800-824442,ext
24.
Southwestern Bell Messaging Services is a subsidiary of Southwestern
Bell Corporation. SBC based in Sl
Louis, is an international communications corporation. It provides a variety
of products and services through its
principal subsidiaries iQcluding
Southwestern Bell telephone, Southwestern Bell Yellow Pages, Southwestern. Bell Mobile Systems,
Metromed.ia Paging Services, Southwestern Bell Telecom, Gulf Printing
and Southwestern Bell International
Holdings.
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Sigma Pi
Sigma Tau Gamma
Tau Kappa Epsilon
. ZetaTauAlpha

Special Interest
AfriCllll-American I..eadermip Co~
Alliance.of Movers and Shakers
Alpha Phi Omega
Anthropology Club
Associar.ed Black Collegians
Chinese StDdent.Associarion
Chinese Student Associa1ian-Malnland
C1assics Club of St Louis
Disabled Student Union
Epsilon Sigma Alpba IntemaIional
Hispsnic-Latim Associarion (llisla)
Ice Hockey Club
Jntemalional Stude:nts Org8lliL1tion
Italian Club
J&22 Ensemble
Lesbian & Gay Campus Organization
Malaysian Student Orgaciz.ation.
Muslim SnxJent Social OrglIDization
New Student SuppJrt Organization

RadioClub .
SisIeIbood Exclumge
Spanish Club
StOOent Council for Exceptional
dren
S!lXknt Investment Trust
Students in Suwort of Children
UMSL Collegians for Life
UMSL Rivemum Bowling Club
University Program Board
Greek Social Clubs

Religious
Baptist Sllldent Union
Bible Study Club
~Life

Chil-

Gospel COOir
Fellowship of Christian Optometrists
NeWlll.Hll House
Wesley Foundation of St lpuis
Cuniculum Oriented
Accounting Club
Alpha Phi Sigma
Alpha Sigma Lambda
American Madceting Associ.alicin
.' Amtri:an Optometric SIlldenr: Association
Beta Alpha Psi
Beta Sigma Kl!ppa
Biological Society of UMSL
Block Business SIllden!s Association
Chemistry Club
Delta Sigma Pi
Doctoral Students Organizatioo
Economics Club
Financial Management Association
Gennan Stammtisch
Horizons
Kappa Delta Pi

The Current Classified Order Form
For Sale/Help Wanted/Personals

CLASSIFICATION

I

FREE FOR
STUDENTS

MESSAGE:

HELPWANTEQ
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries.
Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience ~ecessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call
Student Employment Services at
1-206-545-4155 ext A5746.

Check with Uncle Chunkie's Bar
& Grille. We need waiters,
bartenders, waitresses & kitchen
help. 8211 Florissant Rd. For
more information call 524-1552
and ask for Pete.

I
I
I
I
I
I

.

FOP! ornCE un CNlY

••• u, :

,I
IL _________________ __ _ _ ~

Tutors needed for all UM-St
Louis courses. (Prospective tutors
must be current UM-St Louis
students.) Interested applicants .
come to 507 Tower (8 a.m. to 5
p.m.) or call 553-5194.

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
M

anagement or
marketing major?
Smart.
Finance or accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA II PLUSTM now,
before assignments pile up.
It's designed especially for
business professionals. The
kind you're going to be.
Naturally, the BA II PLUS
has basic business functions
like time-value-of-money.
Plus, it delivers much more.
Cash flow analysis for internal rate of return (IRR).
Net present value (NPV).
Bond calculations. Depreciation. Advanced statistics.
Also have a look at the
BA-35.lt's our most affordable model for time-valueof-money, and even handles
one-variable statistics.

LitMag
Music Educators National Conference
SympOOnicBand
Television/Cinema Production Club
University Chorus
University Madrigal Ensemble
Univ=ity P'lJiYers
University Singers

MathOub
Midwest Model United Nations
National Association of Black Acrountants
National OjIDmetric Snxlent Association
Omicron Delta Epsilon

Panhellenic

. -,.

-

The Curreni
Fmensics and Debate Club
Kemetic Performing Arts Workshop

Lambda Alpha Alpha

Alpha Phi'A1pha
Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Zeta

Pi Kappa Alpha

r---------------------,

D.!mmetric Extension Program Foundation
Organization of Black Journalists
.
Phi AlPIa Theta
Physics Club
Pi Sigma EpsiJon
Piene Laclede Hono!> Society
Psi Chi
RroNu
Sigma Delta Pi
Sigma Iota Rro
Sigma Tau Delta
Social Wmk Student Organization
Society for Human Resource Manag~ent
Student Missouri Smre Teacher> Association
Snxlent National Education Association
Students Volunteering Optometric Services
to Humanity
Politk.al.
Association of Collegiate R~bJicam
Evening College Council
Political Science Academy
Political Science GrOOuate Student
AssociaIion.
Student Government Association
Students for Vince Schoemehl
FIne Am

~ :.

. ' -.;::.":. ,,-."

.'

Recreational sports officials
needed for flag football, soccer and
volleyball. Experience not required. Self-confidence and a will
to learn attitude recommended.
Pay is $5.00 per game. Apply at
Recreational Sports Office, 203
Mark Twain, 10 am. to 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday 553-5125.

Part-time
Got 4 hours a day free?
Work around your class schedule
and make an extra $150-250 per
week. If you are enthusiatic,
reliable, and money motivated this
is the perfect position for you. CaU
298-Ull for more information.

PERSONALS

1981 Honda Accord
4 door / automatic / airconditioning
GOOD CONDmON
RUNS GREAT
$1200.00
921-2134
(One Owner)

Part-~e child

Bean, Q & Pad,
It was a wild summer (NOT!) but
we're all still alive. I've missed our
menage-a-quatre but we'll soon be
again. Always, Beige

19n Toyota Corolla, good condition, nice for in-town driving. $500
or best offer. Call 553-6438 (day) or
426-5367 (afrer7p.m.).AskforFoia.

care position
available·on-campus. For more
information call Lynn Navin at
553-5658.

Computer Lab Assistants
Student Teaching Assistants
Great experience before you
graduate. On-campus and West
County locations. Day and evening
hours. Computer and communication skills preferred. Pick up an
application at 542 Lucas Hall ask
for Rita Anderson if you have any
questions.

-

-

FOR SALE

---

Yo, Butthead ! ! !
It's finally here! Happy Birthday ..
Parrny! !
Robin! ! !
I had a most excellent summer with
you. We should do it again when
we pave more time.
See ya at Denny's! !
M. J. Buggs

MISCELLANEOUS
UM-St.Louis Women's Tennis
Team invites interested full-time female students to attend an organizational meeting on Wednesday, September 9th at3:30p.rn. in room 219Mark Twain Building. Formore
information, contact Coach Pam
Steinmetz, 203MT, 553-5125.

TI calculators work harder.
To help you work smarter.

Try the BA II PLUS and
BA35 at your local 11
retailer. And start working
smarter. Instead of harder.

l!}TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

BA II PLusr~ Combines

TI·35XIdeal for

advanced financial and scientific functions in one easy-touse calculator.

advanced algebra,
trigonometry, chemistry,
computer science and
statistics.

$40.50

$25.1 6

"TEXAS ·

INSTRUMENTS

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER BUILDING
""T.. I,k·m:l rk . ,f T~-x:l:- l n:- tr'.l n kn r :, !n .: ,~ r p.)r.1.r\..J
r ;".< T.;l\ .1 ~ It \,· lrum~·\)(.~ In1l1 rJ 'I\ Ir.l£l'J
IHl\\\ [ l'~A

----------~--~

BA II PLUS is a trademarlc of Texas Instruments IncorIXuated .
© 1992 Tcx;)~ Instruments Incorporact·J
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Letters from page 6

Old
Fashioned
Race
May
Get
Down
To
The
Wire
More Parking Problems
Dear Editor:
Permit me to use your paper as a means to ask a few questions to $e
relevant authorities in the hope that they are answered.
My questions concern parking.
1. A person who holds a faculty/staff parking sticker for a certain lOt and
arrives at work and can not find a space in that lot: where is he/she supposed
to park? If we opt to park in another lot rather than be late for class/wode, how
can ticketiilg be avoided? True, very often after relevant appeals etc. reasonable
claims are upheld, but isn't it a waste of time?
.
2. If a person holding the faculty/staff sticker for a certain lot is going to
another building on the other side of campus, where is he/she supposed to
park? In ~ faculty/staff area? Or in a visitor's lot since shelhe is a visitor,
assuming they would be staying for 30 minutes, one hour or less.
. I feel it is important that the relevant authorities answer these questions
clearly and reasonably to avoid further time wasting and frustration.
May I conclude on a positive note by sayitig that though I am far from
pleased with the pm'King situation on campus, I am very pleased with the
security and safety on campus both as people and property are shown by the
recently published police reports. For this I would like to congratulate the
police department. I thank you and hope for an early reply.

'Lucio MuJe Stagno

St. Louisians Should Pull
Together, Unite Cultures
Dear Editor:
St.Louis occupies a diverse region in the middle of the United States. It is
divided intO many townships, some are even misnamed cities, and many
.
cultural backgrounds abound.
There is a great cultural history in this city which gives it both weakness
and strength. The weakness springs from a lack of communication between its
various cultures. The strength springs from the sense of belonging, a separate
cultural background gives to an individual.
Unfortunately we live in very lean times and that weakness is enhanCed.
People are frustrated and angry. They fear for their jobs, where they may not
make enough money. Theirchildren are attending schools where the curriculum.,
student/teacher ratio, staff, and/or facilities are sacrificed to malce up for
budget cuts. Their governments (city, state, and federal) are in serious trouble
and there doesn't seem to be an end in sight The problems seem insurmountable
and that old enemy, fear, has begun to motivate people. This is the time we must
all look into our hearts and see who we are and what we stand for. This is when
we begin to find out whether what we believe, or think we believe, is actually
worthy of our support
, This is also the time when racism becomes the ugliest.
If you start to think that, "another group is responsible for your problems ... " stop yourself, you are becoming prejudiced. If you start to think that,
!'because this person is a member of another group, he/she will probably act
like... ," stop yourself. You are becoming prejudiced.
,)f
.
L ., It doesn't stop there. I have heard the phrase," that persOn is black/white
so SO he got the job." Those words are very easy to say, and there is much nl!!lQ[
to back them up, but only an individual case may be supported by facts. Those
who say things like this without proof, or about a situation they are not directly
involved in, are just perpetuation dangerous and divisive stereotypes.
This city, and the country in general, has many problems. SL Louis is a
small town grown to the proportions of a big city and the United States is only
a little over 200 years old. I think we can keep our cultural beliefs and identities
strong without attacking those we feel are different from us. If we want to
compete in the international world, we must do so as a group, not as a mass
divided into little subcultures and splinter groups.

by Russell L. Korando
01 The CUtTent staff

After Attansas Gov. Bill Ointon
finished his acceptance speech, at
the Democratic nomination last
month, I started to think about the
"New Covenant to
Promises of lower taxes for the
middle class and working poor. Finally, make the rich pay their fair
share. Massive cuts in defense
spending. All are venerable issues
for an economically downtrodden
nation.
But €linton, like all of the politicians before, has failed to answer
the two most essential questions. How
are you going to put thousands out of
work-Meaning displaced veterans,
and create jobs? And how can you
cut a federal deficit of $4 trillion in
four years?
Defense cuts effect everyone
from the guy selling subs off of his

"roach coach," to sheet metal fabricators. A lot of subs get sold at military
bases and most people at this school
have a family member or know
someoneemploj'ed at McDonn~ll
Douglas,
.
When Clinton's public approval
rating nearly doubled President
GeorgeBush'sfollowingtheconvention, it became evident, the best thing
that could come out of this election
would be a close race.
So, we have a good old-fashioDed
presidential race on our hands. From
here on out you will see more of Bush
and less (Dan) Quayle on the Republican campaign menu. Mashed
potato(e)s anyone? It's old, but still
tasty.
. President Bush is an honorable
man. He has served his country well
in many regards. Buthis promises for
change are four years too late. His
kinder, gentler nation went off to war
twice. He allowed a riot to take place
in Los Angeles, by not stepping in
before the Rodney King trial, and
fIring L.A. Police ChiefDarryl Gates.
Gates dismissal would have sent a
message to the jury to make the right
decision,
During the 1968 Democratic
Convention, presidential nominee '
Hubert Humphrey said, "Our greatest
problems today are urban ones, Riot

of '91.
My concern goes even further.
Have you ever wondered why you
need fIve books for one course? I'll
let you figure that one out. That's the
goal here: Self-awareness. Ask
questions. Don' tlet what you read or
hear on television become the basis
of your perception.
Of course, these are just one persons observations. Everyone has
them. But, if the method of change
seems so black-and-white on theJohn
Q. Citizen level, you have to ask,
why can't these elected men of such
ballyhooed backgrounds, come together and solve our problems?
One crazy solution would be to
have three presidents. I know, it's
hard enough to fIgure out who you
like least, as it is. But it is just to
much for one man ...Or hopefully a
woman someday, to deal with.
Get rid of the vice presidency.
Talk about a waste of taxpayers
money. Instead, put Bush in charge
of foreign policy and defense. Clinton
would be in charge of domestic matters. He will oversee everything from
education to the environment.
And who would be in charge, of
the economy? Ross Perot, of course.

Classes Or Pizza?

,......---....,College Is What You Make Of It

by Max Montgomery
of The Current staff

When you think about it, college
is a funny thing.
One nightlastmonth, I was working late and I decided to order a pizza
I couldn't decide between Pizza Hut
or Domino's so, since I couldn't fmd
a button on the phone that resembled
a tree, I opted to avoid the noid and go

Robert Taylor Jr.

DROPYOUR
PANTS FOR CA$H

with Domino's.
Twenty six minutes later a man
(picture a genetic mixture of Yoda
and the Swamp Thing) was knocking
on the door of The Current, pizza in
hand. His name I forgot, but the
conversation I didn't And won't.
He said he had no problem fmding the office because, at one time, he
went to college here. Being close to
graduation, this sent chills through
me but, to my relief, he said he never
graduated.
I'm not saying delivering pizza
for a living is not a respectful profession. Everything is what you make of
it But my parents might have a few
words if, after spending the money to
help me malce something of myself,
they saw a lit up "antenna bucket!
wind sock" on my car.
I talked with Mr. Extra Cheese for
a few minutes, but, he had to get
"back to the office" as I guess they say
in the business. He told me he dropped
out of college because classes were
"getting in his way." I don't know if
that means classes actuall y were held
in the middle of Natural Bridge and
he couldn't get the pizza deli vered in
30 minutes or less, or if he just decided college wasn't for him.
And that's my point. College

• Hunah
• Meramcc

.. Canoes
.. Rafts

We pay up to $10.00 for used Levis
• Levis 501 Button Fly Jeans .................... up to $10.00
(Good condition" Faded OK - concealed buttoDS)

to.
,

• Levis 501 Button Fly Jeans ... ~ ................ up

isn't for everyone.
To the upper c1assmen: (or
classpeople for the PC's out there):
You already know college is for you,
and even if you think it's not, it's too
late to tum back.
In the Chancellor Touhill's welcome to the students, she writes how
important it is to become involved in
extra-curricular activities. I agree with
her in what a great experience it is.
Too many UMSL students, far too
many, just go to class and go home.
Mr. Pizza Man wasn't involved in
any groups or clubs. He said UMSL 's
social life was more limited than any
higher institution's he had ever come
across. Now, it's true there aren't
rows of fraternity and sorority mansions over looking the campus like in
Columbia, and it's true people from
all parts of Missouri don't flock to the
Mark Twain Gym like they do the
Heames Center at Mizzou. But, it's
also true that we haven't had drunk
young men falling off telephone poles
or famed basketball players repeatedly arrested for assault. Just something to think about.
That may sound strong or even
contradictory because I do think the
Greek life and the sports department
are great things and should be sup-

ported, but, here at UMSL, it seems
people are a little more responsible. If
you're not involved in any groups or
activities, it's not too late. Make
something out of your remaining time
atUMSL.
To the freshmen: Welcome to
the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
You are now a "non-traditional student." This diversifIed campus has
more to offer than meets the eye.
At first you rna y be timid to check
into things, but there's no need to feel
that way .. Read your handbook, ask
around, and just show up for stuff.
You'1I be am.azed how nice and helpful people are. Be proud you're here
because in a few years, the University
of Missouri-SL Louis is going to be
known nation-wide. The campus is
young, and with the right leadership
of faculty and students working together, there is room for growth. That's
our ace in the hole. Know that and
appreciate it Other than that you're
on your own.
The pizza man didn't know this
and many of the students here don't
know this, but now you do. So avoid
the noid. Again, welcome to the campus.

1;-----1

Float

, Courtois

(Minor holes, small stalDII OK)

malces for ruin, and peace malces for
prosper." My fellow UMSL students,
if this was a problem 24 years ago,
why is it in the top three of our d0mestic coocerns in 1992?
Because Bush is a presidential
father who worries more about what
the neighbors across the street are
doing, and not what is needed for his
own family.
When he was a presidential nominee, Bush vowed to be the environmental president. Tell that to the residents of Illinois, who were stuck
smelling a train-load of trash from
New York! All a'board George, next
stop is the landfill of promises.
If you are just beginning here at
UMSL, let me take you back three
years, when I fIrst started college, and
Bush had just become president
In 1989, 12 hours of studies here
costa veryreasonable631.20. Twelve
hours for this fall and winter semesters has ballooned to 976.80. But every other fee has increased as well.
With books, your grand total can be
$1,450. Ching! Ching!
Bill Moody, who works for UMSt. Louis' Budgeting, Planning and
Institutional Research Department,
said tuition had increased 14.6 percent
from 1991-'92. Tuition was only increasing by 6 1/2 percent between the
years of 1987 and the winter semester

.. Tubes

5.00

I Groups of 1 I
.. Horseback Riding I
t o 10 get I
I
$1
off per I
IHourft or Ovemight)
I person and I
.. RV Hookups
I groups of 20 I
.. Group Roles
NEW FOR '92
I or more get I
... CAMPER CABINS .. Catered SBO
I $2 off per I
I
Call for Free Color Brochure 1-800-392-3700 L _person~-.JI
.. Riverfront Camping

• Levis Zipper Fly....................................... up to $ 2.50
(Model #'s

~,

t517, 646 • good condition only)

• Denim Jackets ............. ~ ............................ up to

$l~.OO

(Levi, Lee, Wrangler - 10()0% blue cotton denim only-

Adult .lzee 36

&;

up • no linings, no eleeveleu)

• Denim Shlrts·······.····· .... ", ........................ up to $ 3.00
(0000 oondltlon - Western snapt!! - long sleeves)

• High Sohool Letter Jackets ..................... up to $15.00
(Good condition - with wool body, leather sleevell)

• Leather Morotoyole, Bomber Jackets ..... up to $2ti.OO

** IMPORTANT NOTE - Restrictions Apply
• 100% Blue Cotton Denim Only - Mens Only
• Sizes: Waist: 28-36; Lengths: 28" & up
• No stone-wash or acid-wash
• No non-factory hemmed jeans
• High school letter jacket must have letter
• All terms subject to buyer's approval
Recycle your jeans and aluminum cans at the Recycling Works trailer near you:
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&. 170 (near Venture)
('l\tee .• Fri. 9-12; Sat. 9-3)

St. Peter's (at Venture lot)
Kirkwood
(1\1es. - Fri. 9-12; Sat. 9-3) (1225 B. Kirkwood Rd., near Venture)
(Tuea. - Sat. 9-12)

Lafayette Workshop

Belleville

(Manchester & 141 - Mon.-Fri. 1-4; Sat. 9-3)

(On Rt. 13 by Venture· Tues.-Fri. 1-4; Sat. 9-3)
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On The Purthase of lib. or More from I
Schnucks f Service Seafood Dept. I

WITH THIS :

•

COUPON

Limit One (ou~n Per Customer.
(oupon Good Through 9/27/92
at (001 VaHey Smnucks Only.

_

· ., (

WITH THIS

II

COUPON

r-------·----,
II

• film developing

I

ee

WITH THIS
COUPON

I
I

limit One Coupon Per (u~tomer.
Coupon Good Through 9/27/92
at Cool Valley Sdmucks Only.

I

·6054·

.khnuclc.r

- PLEASE PRINT -

Address
City

MRS.
MISS

I

MS.

1

I

1 1

1

I I I I I I I I I

Home Phone

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 I -I

1 1 1 -I

1 1 1

AREA CODE

Driver1s License State
Employer

1

1 1< 1 . 1 I

Social Security Number

I

I

State

M.L

I ·1

Zip

~

Business Phone

1 ,

Number

1 I

I

I

1 1 I

1 1-

U--.J

1 ,

I

1 1 1- L-I..L--L--L-.I

U--.J

1 1 I 1 1 I I

check cashing privileges

I

U--.J
1 1 I

of the Schnucks Check
I

1

Cashing Card ! (See store

1 ...L
1.....J.1--L-L-L.....L.....L_IL-...I..-1...J........l..--11---L..1 ..L...L.....J.1--l1---1
L-I..1-.
1 1 I

Employer Address
City

Sign up today for all the

1 1 1 1 1 1

AREA CODE

L [ 11 +1 t .1--11. { II Date of Birth

U--.J

U--.J

FIRST

LAST

1 1 1 1 I

I

I

,

Personal 0
Bank Name
Address

I

State

,. 1

,

1 I

U--.J

I

1 I

for details.) Simply fill out

1
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ENTER CHECK CASHING PRIVILEGES DESIRED

BANK INFORMATION MUST BE COMPLETE FOR PERSONAL CHECK CASHING PRIVILEGES

City

FOR OFFICE
USE ONLY

State

the form at left or pick up

CJ

Courtesy Counter. When

Zip

0

, Government 0

Amount _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ How Often
Amount Per Month $

SOCIAL SECURITY.,
WELFARE AND
UNEMPLOYMENT

The undersigned certifies that the information given on this application is correct and I hereby authorize Schnuck Markets, inc., to
Investigate and verify any and all information provided for the purpose of obtaining a Schnucks Check Cashing Card. I agree to
reimburse Schnuck Markets, inc:. and/or its agents, for any returned chec:ks and to pay any service fee, if applicable.

w~t

o

o

SEMI·MNTHL '(
1

MO N1Hl'r
.I

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
IN STORE ISSUE

n1

MAIL 1"1
2

STORE APPROVAL

Signature ____----'--___________
L _______________________ ~~ ____________________ _ _____ ~ - ~~

~_hn
The Friendliest _. .

",_r>o,n,

one at the Schnucks

.

ENTER ALL NUMBERS FROM
BonOM OF YOUR PERSONAL CHECK

I Payrol~

I
I.

. . _---------_....1
---------------------------,
I

MR.

0

I
I

One-2Uter BoH~, Any Flavor, I
Schnucks Super SOda . '1

Schnucks Check Cashing &Video Rental Card Application

4

I

On The Purchase of Any Size or Varie~ I
- Schnucks De~ Sandwich
I
I
limit One Cou~n Per Customer.
I
Coupon Good Through 9/27/92
I
at Cool Valley Smnucks Only.
I
L..: __ ~O: ~h=u!~ _ _ .J

• postage stamps
• and many others!

Name

I

51 00

I
I

• a copy machine

10
20
3 0

I
I

II

And for your convenience, we offer these
services to make Schnucks your one-stop
shopping place this school year:

r ~~~~~- - - ------ - - -- --~~- ~ ~

1

II

• video rentals

(/)
(/)

-

II

r-----------,

• fresh produce
• deli and seafood departments
• a futi-service floral department

.
0

!

Limit One Coupon Per Customer.
Coupon Good Through 9/27/92
at Cool Valley SdlRlKks Only.

I

I
•
.
I
L..! __ "::0: _-,!h~'!:.~__ .J

• a complete salad bar
• fresh bakery selections

1-70

6Count Box Nancy Anne
Glazed Donuts

I
I

conveniences available in the St. Louis
area~ Treat yourself to:

EVANSAVE.

WITHTHIS
COUPON .

.r. --_---------_....1
- - - - - - - - - - ,.
I

Schnucks, you'll find we offer the largest
selection of food products and other

HAWKESBURY DR.

ee

I
I
I
I
I

Schnucks, S~. Louis' prem,ier grocery
retailer, is happy to welcome all UMSL
students to a world of quality and
convenience! When you step into

1

··
···

r----·
------,
I I

you return it with your
.
driver's license, you'll
receive your card
immediately. It's that
simple! .

© 1992 Schnuck Mar\(et$, Inc.
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Welcome F~

m

The Chancellor
Since 1963, the University system. However, there are
of Missouri-St. Louis has grown features on our campus that
to its present enrollment of make it unique-an Optometry
nearly 13,200 students, and the School, our ninety specialized
faculty, staff and stud~nts are student organizations and our
. pleased that you have chosen to solid liberal arts foundation.
.study at UM-St. Louis and to Having become the largest
become a part of the commu- university in the St. :Louis '
nity. You are invited to be- metropolitan area, UM-St.
come involved in the total uru- Louis, committed to teaching
versity experience. UM-St. and research, is a strong influ, Louis is one of four campuses ence in the community.
of the University of Missouri
The Student Affairs Divi-

sion offers many services, programs, and activities that are
designed to assist each student's
educational, social, psychological, and physical development. Take advantage of these
opportunities to profit both
personally and professionally
from your university experiences.
Gocxl luck in you college
career!

Photo: Michelle McMurray

Blanche Touhill, right, accepting roses from Larry Fried man on the day of her
appOintment as Chancellor of the University of Missouri-St. Louis.

It's All A
Part Of It

A Message From
Student Affairs

The University of Missouri-St.
Louis has much to offer. Students from
different socio-economic and ethnic
backgrounds fill the classrooms and
grounds of the campus everyday,
coming together for one specific rea.son-higher education.
Administrators are stressing the
importance of being involved in extracurricular activities this year, saying it
adds a lot more to the college life.
LEFT : Kate Vogt, UMSL student,
looks on with curiosity in the registration
office in Woods Hall.
BOTTOM: Stacy Harris, left, and
Juanita Hargrove , ri ght, look over notes
and enjoy the weather during a break
between classes.

Sandy MacLean
Vice Chancel/or for Student Affairs
I encourage all students to
participate in extracurricular
activities at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis. There are
many clubs, student organizations, special events, concerts,
intramural programs, and recreational activities. Information
on these programs is available
in the University Center/S tudent Activities Office, room
267 University Center.
In addition, UM-St. Louis
has a variety of student services
designed to help students
achieve their educational goals.
The Counseling Service, Ca-

The Current welcomes all freshmen ·

reer Planning and Placement
Office, Women Center, Center
for Academic Development,
Student Health Service, services for disabled and international students, Student Retention Program, as well as the
academic advising offices in
the schools and colleges are
prepared to assist students.
By participating in extracurricular activities and utilizing available student services,
you will enrich your UM-St.
Louis educational experience
and more likely achieve your
personal goals.

Save our
earth. Please

and returning students, faculty and staff

recycle this
newspaper

to a new and exciting year at · UM·St.

when you're
done reading

Lo'u is. Good luck and best wishes.
o
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Don't wait until the last minute to pay your fees orthe wrath
of the long lines and slow cashiers shall come crashing in
on your world.

Many students perter to study outside and enjoy
the nice weather such as this unidentified woman.
Photo S : C.G. Forrester

Chris Jerger look at one of the many bulletin boards on
campus that have items for sale, services, and clubs to
join.

There is much paperwork to do when enrolling in college .
Patsy Keever ponders over the admission forms.

Normandy Bank is one of the many convenient services
offered on campus, as shown by Mohd Amin. '

$889

Obey traffic signs and watch your spe
through campus, or Freddie will get you!

Photo: Alfie M. Ali

$1216

$999
I
I
I.~·

Apple Macintosh PowerBook'" 145 4/40

Apple Macintosh Classic" II

Get over 1400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple®Macintosh®computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

Apple Macintosh LC II

Apple Macintosh IIsi.......

, aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 - and only ·
at your authorized Apple campus reseller.

Come visit the Computer Fair
University Center Lobby Aug. 24&25th
And for further information visit the Bookstore
Hours: Mon-Thur.: 7:30-7:30, Fri.:7:30-4:00 or call 553-6054 or 533-5763
© 1992 Apple Computer, lnc. Apple, (he App le logo, and MacintO:<ih are registered rradtmarks of Apple Cumpml:r, Inc. Clas.sic is a regisEered trademark ~cen.seJ to Apple C~m pUler, Inc. PowerBook i.s a tr::u.lcmark of Apple Computer, Int', The Random House En. . )'I.:lopcdiJ i:-; J tradcmllrk of Random H(1l1~c, Int', AI1l~·til..'"Jn Hdilag~ Elt'n nmit' Di(liun:m', Ek\'twnil' 11u.'s;.1uIU."i, Jnll
C~rre(Texr' developed by HOu6~tOn Mifflin Company, pUb.li'her ofT~~ American Herilage Dictionary an" Roget',\ II : The New Thesau,,:,s, ~rrecTe;<t~ndedYiP~~~Jre;' .~41.!!g"~.S~.~,s;,lft:_G"a1~~,~.relt(~r is a tr.tdemark of POWLT Up Soh",';1fc CO~klr.tti!ln, ResumeWrilerL, a tr.tdenmk "f&Xli'\'ln: Sofm.,,' ("mp:m\', Inr. AlI ·p"xlo"l names an: the lr.Jdemork
01 their "'S ee ti\'e holders. O~er cxxJ on the MaC
intosh Po\VerBook I") 4/40 (onfiguratlon only. All ualIr"n compUter; come n::loadcd Mlh .IoirWi?e and electfill1ic~l~r,nsti1lcIiOn.l, n,s sand pnntetllnanual. are no Inel e . h' 1 '
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Student profile

If It Means Helping People, Sharon Horace Doesn't Mind Waiting
by Mick Bagby

Current features reporter
, On Aug. 27, UM-St Louis senior
Sharon Horace begins a two-day
voyage to Cochabamba, Bolivia, to
spend a year as a volunteer at Casa
Nazareth, an orphanage for boys.
Horace will panicipate as a lay
volunteer for the Precious Blood
Sisters of 0 'Fallon, Ill. However, she
insists she is not taking any vows of
their religious order.
"I am not becoming a sister, I'm
just a,person who wanted to do some
volunteer work," Horace said.
The 22-year old Florissant resident first learned about the program
in Bolivia during a presentation by
Chris Corley, a former volunteer, at a
mass at the UM-St Louis Newman
House. Horace spent a year mulling
over the idea before ~he expressed her
intentions to her parents. She spent
the following year preparing for her
departure.
To help sustain herself, Horace
arranged to sell poinsettias with three
local parishes during the Christmas
season to parishioners who, in tum,
donated the flowers to the church for
decorations. In this way, parishioners
helped two entities at once.
Horace also reeei ved aid from the
Latin American Apostolate of the
Arch Diocese of St. Louis and the

Diocese of Jefferson City. Horace
received a donation from the Newman
House to cover some of her expenses.
"I'm overwhelmed by the amount
of supportand help that people have
given me - both people who know
me and people who don't," Horace
remarked pensively, almost proudly.
Proud not of herself, but of the
people whose generosity will enable
her to fulfIll her commitment
If there is one aspect of herself she
expresses pride in, it is her commitment
"If I make a commitment, I stick
to it. That's just the way I am. I've
committed to this and I'm going to do
it if it kills me. I want to know 1 can
stick it out for a year. You have to be
willing to give up the things you are
going to miss," she said.
There are plenty of things this
stoic volunteer will be giving up,
which, not surprisingly, makes her
anxious.
"I get scared thinking ~bout just
, going down there and leaving everything I know behind; and then I start
lhinkingabout the boys and the people
there and whatI'll be able to give, and
it lessens that. If I'm afraid of
something, I just want to do it that
much more," Horace exclaimed with
a furled brow of determination.
Horace also knows that her sacrifice of time is insignificant com-

pared to the sacrifices of those she is
going to help. Next'to Haiti, Bolivia
is the second,poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere. It is common
for families who can no longer support
their children to send the boys out
onto the street because they think the
boys are more able to fend for themselves, but Horace realizes as conditions worsen, orphanages may soOn
have to accept girls as' well.
Although Horace is unsure of her
exact duties as a volunteer, she is sure
of her plans to teach the boys how to
play baseball. Besides aU the supplies
Horace will take for herself, she is
bringing baseball gloves, bats and
baps. Horace will work with 23 boys
and is excited about having enough
players for two teams.
Travel and volunteer work are not
new for Horace. In the past, she
panicipared in educational tours of
London, England and Paris, France.
She also served as a camp counselor in Soldotna, Alaska on the Kenai
Peninsula about 150 miles south of
Anchorage. 'This past summer, she
chaperoned a group of high school
students from St. Louis who were
taking part in Group Work Camps.
About 300 students from across the
United States volunteered to help repair houses in rural West Virginia.
The experience that most impacted Horace stemmed from a trip to

Brandon Lee Walks In Father's
F ootsteps, And The Shoes F it
by Trlsjan de la Vega

"Year of the Dragon," "Born on the
Fourth of July"). Withers serves th1e
role of Jake's love interest as well.
Bruce Lee is known on the
Lee's roots are obvious' as his
silver screen for his quick moves
fight scenes parallel that of his
;md,overextended gestures in
father's. Refrigerators and doors
~a(irrts fllms, along with
become instruments of death when
t&'a'ffious dubbed-in dialogues and
locked into the hands of Jake Lo.
exaggerated grunts and shrieks
When surrounded by his enemies,
throughout Enter his son, the
Jake is miraculously able to propel
Americanized, English-speaking
himself out of any circle of death
version of his legendary father.
and jump superhuman heights, as in
Brandon Lee, in "Rapid Fire,
the essence of Bruce Lee.
portrays Jake Lo, a college student
Nick Mancuso ("Ticket to
with remarkable martial arts skills
Heaven," "Heartbreakers") plays
who witnesses a mob killing.
Antonio Serrano, a heroin kingpin
Snubbed by money-hungry police
who targets Jake after he witnesses
officers who promise to protect
a mob killing by Serrano and agrees
him, 'he relies on his own deadly
to testify against him.
weapon for protection, his hands.
Lee contributed to the choreogAs the movie progresses, it
raphy of the martial arts scenes
becomes obvious thatJake Lo is on
along with director Dwight H. Little
his own, until Chicago police
("Marked for Death''), writer Alan
officers Lt. Mace Ryan (powers
McElroy and stunt coordinator Jeff
Boothe, "Southern Comfort,"
. lmada Lee and Imada have been
"Extreme Prejudice") and Karla
working together since their teens,
Withers (Kate Hodge, star of the
when they met ~t the Inosanto
cult series, "She Wolf of London'')
Academy of the Martial Arts in
save Jake from the corrupt FBI
Marina Del Rey, Calif.
agent Stuart (Raymond J. Barry,
The credits for stunt persons

for The Current

h

WATCH OUTI Brandon Lee, son of Bruce Lee takes a catious look
around for his pursuers, on the run from mobsters who want him dead.

topples at a mere 92, if you can
believe that Even a martial arts
expert doesn't want to skin his knee
or damage his flawless complexion.
After saving Jake from the
clutches of FBI .agent Stuart, Lt
Mace Ryan has plans to use Jake to
end an unsuccessful ten-year battle
with the Golden Triangle drug lord
Kinman Tau, played by veteran
stage actor Tzi Ma
Jake has periodic flashbacks of
his father dying in Tienanrnen
Square, and Ryan conveniently fills
the shoes of Jake's dead father,
representing many of the ideals and
beliefs his father held. The movie
brings up some valid issues
concerning government rule in
Chin.a to the public's eyes, but
decides not to let anyone think to
much about political disarray, and
by the end of the movie, any
activistic ideas that may have
roused an audience have moved
their way the realm of the subconscious.
Producer Roben Lawrence
made his debut as an independent
fIlmmaker with "A Kiss Before
Dying," starring Matt Dillon and
Sean Young. Lawrence developed
"Rapid Fire" specifically for
Brandon Lee after seeing "Legacy
of Rage" in Hong Kong.
"I was immediately taken with
him," Lawrence says. "I thought he
had the makings of a real action star
who was empathetic and h.ad
enormous sex appeal."
The movie;begins its climax
when Jake, Lt. Ryan and Withers
attempt to take on Tau by themselves at a laundry factory employing Asian workers, who all seem to
have some martial arts skills up
their sleeves. The laundry is a front
for drug smuggling, much in the
tradition of Lee's films. Lt Ryan is
shot, and Jake is left to complete the
ten-year task of bringing Tau to his
demise, which happens to be on the
EI tracks in downtown Chicago.
Jake and Tau go at it, testing their
martial arts skills, and in a split
moment before the El smashes Jake,
he sandwiches Tau between metal
rods on the "electrically hot" third
rail, charred like a well-done steak.
"Rapid Fire" is a movie sure to
keep you on the edge of your seat if
you like action, and Bruce Lee fans
will no doubt enjoy seeing his son
take on the world and of course
triumph, just like his father.

Merida,
Mexico on the
Yucatan Peninsula. While
riding a bus,
she could see
inside the little
huts where
mothers
worked
around playing children.
" The
people there
really
touched me. I
wanted to be
able to communicate
with them.
They're so
poor, but yet
seem to be so
BON VOY AG EI
content, so
peaceful. I want to learn how to do
that," she said. "One of the things
that I'm hoping to gain from this is
learning the contentment and the
peace you can have without a lot of
things."
The desire to communicate
prompted Horace to return to UMSt.Louisandchangehermajor. Now
she is pursuing a double major in
Spanish and Education. While in
Bolivia, she will be tutored in con-

Sharon Horace leaves August 27 for Cochabamba, Bolivia.
versation and the local dialect by
members of the Maryknoll Language
Institute in Cochabamba.
The toughest decision for Horace
about her trip was whether to go now
or wait until she completed her last
year of school. She realizes how hard
it is to readjust to American society
after spending a year volunteering in
a third world country; therefore, she
hopes returning for her final year of
classes will allow her more time for

this adjustment before she settles into
a job. But Horace knows the reason
she must go now.
"The University will always be
here," she said. The boys who need
me might not always be there."
Anyone wanting to make a dona-

tion orfor information on becoming a
volunteer can write to: The Sisters of
the Most Precious Blood, ATTN:
Sharon Horace, 204 N Main St.,
0' Fallon, Mo . 63366,

Get O~t Your Maps And Set Your Course!
by Diana Davis
of The Current staff
Welcome to the collegiate world , Whether you are
18 or48, you may have doubts as to whether or not you
will succeed here. We can give you some pointers
which, if followed, will guarantee success, This will
be part I of a series of articles on how to become a
successful college student.
If you were planning a lO-day auto vacation to
Disneyworld in Orlando, Fla, you would have two
choices. You could get in your car and head southeast,
hoping that the roads you chose and the turns you
made would eventually get you to Orlando. Or you
could get a set of maps, mark out a route and proceed
directly to Orlando.
It's possible, I suppose, that using the fust method,
you might get to Disneyworld, but I suspect that it is
just as likely that you would get tired of driving around
uncertain Iy, and would settle upon a different vacation
spot, simply because you ran out of time or were too
weary to proceed farther.
With the map, however, you could head directly to
Orlando, tour Disneyworld, and go straight back home
again. Clearly, that would be the more optimal approach.
I havl< met, however, students who have approached
the attainment of a college education in the same
manner as a person planning to drive to Orlando

without maps. They meander about, not quite gelling
where they really want to go, and frequently dropping
out of school and settling for less than they want to be
and not quite knowing why.
The answer is simple. They failed to map out a
route to their destination. In order to succeed in
college, you need to plan your education. Now is a
good time to set your goals.
First, establish a primary goal, write it down; then
wri te down the secondary goals necessary to reach the
primary goal. For example, Primary Goal: I will
attend UM-St. Louis for a degree in English. Secondary Goals: During Fall Semester 1992, I will take
Expository Writing, Introduction to Public Speaking,
Basic Algebra, etc.
Writing down the goals helps for two reasons.
First, it gives you a point of reference. As you accomplish a secondary goal, you may check it off of
your list of required courses, thereby keeping ascorepad
showing how you are progressing. Second, it keeps
you focused on where you are going. Then, when
temptations to goof-off come along, you can look at
your goals and not be swayed from pursuing themand completing your college education.
You are embarking upon a great adventure; set
your goals today and write them down. You will be
doing yourself a great favor.
Next week's article will discuss how positive
thinking can help you fulfill your goals.

Couseling Services Helps In Many Ways
by Jen Leltsch and
April Turner

of The Current staff
When things get rough, and stress
is at an all time high in your life, or
you just don't know where it seems
you're going, there is a light at the end
of the tunnel. Right under your nose,
on our very own campus.
Horizons is composed of undergraduate psychology and social work
students trained in listening and
helping skills. These students also
intend to pursue a career in counseling:' Career counseling offers information on graduate schools, majors,
job outlooks and tests that help guide
students into career possibilities.
According to Jeep Hague, director of Horizons, "Part of the goal is to
be friendly and supportive."
A computer-based interactive
guidance system that aids in career
exploration and decision-making is
SIGI Plus. This program allows a
student to see which career best suits
his ideas and values.
CASSI, another computer-based
program offered to students, aids in
study skills. Some topics covered by
CASSI are time management, studying for exams and'how to take them,
reducing test anxiety, and writing term
and research papers.
New at Horizons this semester is
the "Echo Lounge," a place where

students can go to study or to hang out
in a quiet atmosphere. This lounge is
open to all students and offers the use
of a microwave oven and a coffee
machine. Another career opportunity
provided by Horizons is mock job
interviews.
The Horizons staff is supervised
by the counseling service, which is
comprised of professional counselors
and psychologists. Services provided
include individual and group counseling, a range of workshop with specific aims, and well as interest testing
and career development counseling.
Gloria Lubowitz is the advisor of

the counseling service. Services are
offered to UM-Sl Louis students free
of charge, however appointments are
necessary, Horizons hours are 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Fridays. The Counseling Service is
open 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Fridays.
To make an appointment to use
SIGI Plus or CASSI, call Horizons at
553-5730 or the counseling service at
553-5711. They are both located in
room 427 of the Social Science
building.

. StudentEmploym~ntProgram
·. by HII Newton .

....
major; or need help finding an off,
Current features repOrter ·
campus job.
.
. . .. .•..
· .'. .. ..... ....
. . . .. . .•.. . ·.
The Cooperative Education '
. Ttwouldbe ideal to concentrate PrOgram offers studentsjobsrelated
. solely oncQl1ege, witl:lOut having . to their majO( field of study; Em-.
~owork;bUt&onomically; thatisployers are in bUsiness, govern~ .
impossiblefotthe majority cifstu- ment . and industry . Summer in- ·
dentS attending UM-St. Louis. . . .ternships arealsoavailable. Student
Students ' interested inon~ can register in Career Placement ·
.· campus Work can apply at the Services at 308 Woods Hall, or by ..
. Human Resources Department in calling 553-5100. .
.
the General Services Building and
in 1976, the Education Emthen chock with the various de- ployment Act was passed, allow- .
· panments for openings. For more ingcollegesanduniversitiesloallot
infonnation, qUI 553-5803 .
a portion of their funds originally
Some · students may want to used for work-study programs to
· fmd a Job that pertains to their
See JOBS, page
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College Astrology
by Joyce Jillson
Aries (March 21-April 19). Don't
laugh. Aries; the new moon on Thursday
is nature's start date for new earthly
projects - - in ancient societies, rites were
held, and natives of your sign may consider this a fme moment to clarify real
objectives for the year ahead. Clearing
away old resentments as well as debris
from behind the bed on Monday and
Tuesday helps you fall into line with
celestial timing. Forgiveness and healing
of old emotional wounds, not to mention
making aplan for improving health habits,
attunes you nicely to the powers available. See a health expert, ifnecessary, to
end nagging wornes. Streamline study
systems this weekend . .
Taurus (April20-May 20). Some of
the fun begins Monday. It's asocial week,
and you '11 have to exercise self-{;ontrol to
keep on track with your study agenda.
Romance, too, can be a sweet distraction
- when? All week! On Monday, get
some exercise through team sports or
invite that new love interest for a tennis
match. On Tuesday, Venus enters the
classroom and distracts you with a romantic dream come true; you may also
enjoy the lectures. On Wednesday, more
Venus vibes; extra money may arrive at
last Use the new moon Thursday for
giving up or moderating poor personal
habits - smoking, alcohol or sweets are
good targets. Party time on Saturday and
Sunday; stay cool!
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Relationships with authorities, your personal
reputation and leadership are the focus

through Wednesday; like it or not, your tious day in a long time - apply for
example has an influence on others. Un- . scholastic privileges or special sOldies;
set bold plans for future in action. Extra
tangle red tape on Monday and Tuesday;
money
can be made this weekend. If
student aid funds or other helpful moneys
may have become stuck in the system on someone buys you a meal. eat lightly.
Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22). Zoom! It's
their way to you. Some of you will fall in
a
power
week, and you're on the go, too.
love with a professor now (how embarSOldying with a partner is the shortcut to
rassing); there's much to learn from love
success; meetings with professors on
for sure. The new moon on Thursday is i~
Monday
and Tuesday will clear confuyour social sector, join or apply to clubs,
groups or elite classes whose ranks you sion and save much time. Cleaning, orgaaspire to, or form a study group (great nizing and gaining control of your study
agenda on Wednesday sets you up for the
success and permanent friendships may
powerful
new study cycle that's triggered
result) . Entertain at home this weekend.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Fun with by Thursday' 5 new moon. Mercury (your
smart people makes your week rewarding ruling planet) moves into your partnership sector on Friday, and you learn from
mentally, en1otionally - and physically,
too, if you'll get off your backside and join intelligent following; a roommate who's
a whiz, for example. can be your ticket to
in. Starting Monday, your timing is perin a tough subjecl This means
success
fect for Cancer to meet people who'll open
doors to your dreams; happy accidents, your relationship skills are the focus, so
lucky breaks and chance encounters are all
be nice! Try something new this weekend.
potential sources of future benefit Be preLibra (Sept. 23-Oct 23). Through
pared to pack and join a friend on a field
trip or off -{;ampus trip that exposes you to Wednesday, yoW' sector of organizational
and routine skills is emphasized; make
special study programs or other valuable
lists,
set agenda., get anything fixed that
extensions of your education. Get some
exercise Tuesday and Wednesday; setlong- needs fixing. Bargains on books and other
necessities are available all week - a
term goals on Thursday, and meet new
weekend sale may net you a haul of treapeople through the weekend.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Your imagi- sure, oryou may get an excellent v alue for
possessions sold. By Thursday, when a
nary fears evaporate, as you prove to
yourse)fwhatyoucando;healthconditions new cycle begins in your partnership secthat have been secret worries can behealed tor, you've got personal arrangements
with regular living and information that under controL Anew roommate may come
comes to you now. Physical fitness pro- with the full moon, or a Virgo lover. A
vides an unflappable confidence and new good friend may open all sorts of doors
sense of power (Leo isn't Leo without and connections to a new social circle.
Job-hunting pays off in real money this
these!); your concentration is superior,
and lab orresearch work is favored through weekend.
Scorpio (OcL 24-Nov. 21). Scorpios
Wednesday, so dig in. The new moon on
Thursday is your luckiest and most propi- . are under such powerful romantic influ-

ences thiS week that you really must fmd
time to respond to ov~es and do a little
flirting, even if you're behind in biology.
Venus and Mars are creating a kaleidoscope of imaginative ideas; all original
work is favored. Use the flrst three days of
the week to put finishing touches on assignments and to make sure you've got a
gorgeous Pisces wrapped around your
finger. The new moon on Thursday begins a new scholastic cycle, when you
have a chance to improve systems for
dealing with assigned work. Sit back and
enjoy romantic attention and efUertainments this weekend.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 22). It's all
happening at home; make a cozy comer
. and settle down through Wednesday.
You'll want a place to bring the new love
that comes with Thursday's new cycle;
and/or you'll want a little spot to do original work. The artists, poets and musicians
among you shquld be aware that Thursday is a sensational start date for compositions and pieces. Solid scholastic accomplislunent that will apply directly to
future career success is the focus; get
serious and practical, and valuable gains
are made. Discussions with a learned
companion yield important insights Friday evening. On Saturday and Sunday,
pursue excellence in physical fltness for
its own sake.
Capricorn (Dec. 23-Jan. 19).
Important contacts are being made; anyone who's standing in front of you in the
coffee line may be a fine new friend, so be
congenial and mix. Terrific information
that can smooth the way toward your
goals comes through the same person
you're flirting with, so don't get entirely
lost in a pair of beautiful eyes; listen up,

too. A classmate may be your new love

ceive. All career inquiries are favored
during this new cycle. The weekend is
Tuesday), and many Capricorns are find- , time for homework and work for pay ing the real thing now, so look sharp. The you can fmd ajob if you need to.
new moon Thursday is your chance to
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Impress
improverelationships with professors, all your friends with, well, nearly everything
you do these days, but don't let the apauthority figures and your family athome.
Social events include prestigious types
plausego to your head (if you do, a friendly
pin-toting Sagittarian will burst your hot
this week~d.
Aquanus (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Invent air vehicle and bring you back down).
your own moneymaking opportunities. Through Wednesday, shine and know that
Settle all practical considerations on the new moon on Thursday will begin a
Monday through Wednesday (charm bu- cycle when you must prove you can do
reaucrats with your special touch. and what you've convinced everyone you can
they'll skip a few steps for you), pay bills do. New-start vibes can be applied very
and follow through on all promises made.
successfully to career inquiries and makYouwantaclearslateforThursday'snew ing all kinds of practical and fmancial
slartvibes, which in your case m= travel,
arrangements; reach out and get the
new friends who can help you get what backing you need to fulfill your dreams
(and where) you want, and if you have an - don't take no. Write, listen and learn
interview on schedule, you'll gain im- this weekend!
menselyfrom the information you'll re- ~ 1992TRIBUNEMEDlASERVICES,INC.

(this becomes clear to one of you on
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By Anthony Rubino, Jr.

therefore I am." -Descartes

•

Great tan!
How wos your
spring break? R«IlIy?!
Where did you go? Really?!
Who did you go with? Really?!
Wow!

That sounds great! You

did what?! With a flamingo?!
No way! Were you wasted?
Really?! No way! In the pool?!
W!1h who?! Really?!
listen I gotta get
I'm late lor doss.

Wolfbane
-nIA1 ~ ... 1)\\.. ·1i&l13 A-s l'f

•

A1'(fO._Vh._. '{eA\.\..-

"
Q. Dear Mr. College; How d id It feel to succeed to the presidency,after
the death o f Warren Hardlng?--UJ(1ous .

A. Dear Curlous; this Is Ask IN.

Co/~e, not Ask Mr. CoolI~.

Q. Dear Mr. College; I recentty graduated from high schoo l. Quite frankty, I'm not ~ery
bright. Does this mean college IS out of the questloo?-Dunderhead
A.. Dear Dunderhead; You may not be brlght, but you can still go to college. The

-----------------~--

onty stipulation is, you 'lI have to majO( In communications.

Q. Dear Mr. College; I'm dyslexiC, and I find It hard to study. What should I do?--Backwards

A.. Dear Backwards; .1i3bi on 3v6n I

.

New & Returning Students
We're students just 1ike you and we're
here to help: Come visit us in our
new "Echo" lounge, have a cup of
coffee and discover all that we have
to offer. A place to learn, study, or
relax. Find a friendly face or supportive ear, and much more ...
. . . at HORIZONS.

HO IZONS

PEER

'Ii

i

I!

\;

ASSISTANTS
427 SSB

HORIZONS PEER ASSISTANTS
553-5730
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Is Faith No More
Getting The Short
End Of The St,ick?

Dorin Life At UMSL
works a shift, but Turner said he is
always on call, ready to help if help
is needed.
" Turner doesn't anticipate any ,
UM-SL Louis has joined the ranks problems with discipline or students
of many colleges for the second year, , breaking the rules:
as students moved into the donns this
"There are a lot of Honors CoIweekend.
lege students, and Idon 'texpectany
There are many reasons why a problem," Turner said.
student may decide to live in donns,
The eating habits of dorm stuand UM-SL Louis has the ability to dents will change, too. Last year
house up to 90 residents. There are 55 they had there own food service
seven days a week.
students living there currently.
"It's closer to campus," Kristine
Monday through Friday they
Oclruly, senior, criminology major will eat their meals on the main
said. ~'I lived out in Chesterfield and campus, in the Underground. Then ,
now I don't have to deal with the on the weekend there will be brunch
traffic."
and dinner provided for the resiSarah Panfil, junior, majoring in dents along with a dinner on Friday.
International Relations said, "It feels
"We will interact more with
more like college, and you're living other people on campus, and it will
with people who have the same kinds keep us from being isolated," R.A.
of problems, and they can relate to Turner said.
you." ,
'
Jerry Brown, Director of Hous- ,
Last year there were no fonnal ing is excited about the resident
supervisors for the residents, just a hall.
type of hall monitor. This year there
"I didn't get full control of the
is a Resident Assistant for each floor. building until a week ago," Brown .
Tteigg Turner, sophomore, is the said. "I want to get some University
R.A. for the men's floor. Be had of Missouri stuff on the building; I
some donn experience last year in want to get some pictures or some
Miami, and he receives free room kind of emblems to make it look
plus a stipend each month. Each R.A. better."

by carmen Ghla
Current features reporter

reigg Turner R.A, talks to a friend on the phone from his dorm

Eric Pherigo
Current features reporter
Faith No More. Are they the
future of music, maybe the present
makeup of creativeness, or even the
past revisited7
Perhaps they are all of the
above.
But what makes FNM feel
underappreciated? Why is Billy
Gould, bassist and co-writer of their
music, curious about how his
band's new album, "Angel Dust,"
will do? How does he feel about his
band's fans? Why is he worried?
And why would he choose Right
Said Fred and an opening band if
FNM were headlining big shows?
It has been close to three years
since Faith No More released their
second album, "The Real Thing."
Seven months later, the band's
surprising stardom took off with the
unlikely billboard and MTV hit,
"Epic." No one then could have
ever predicted what the crossover
hit has done for music. Without
"Epic," could Nirvana, a group with
a similar musical sound, have sold
over four million albums? Could
tcx4ly's fresh alternative muSic
scene ever rise above the ashes of
recycled music of bands like Van
Halen and DefLeppard? Certainly
as music connoisseurs, we must
give credit where credit is due.
"You know what," begins
Gould, "it's true. Devo did it in the
70s. But it (the success of "Epic'')
has pretty much opened the door for
them (Nirvana). We did take it to a
point, and then our record burned
out; then the Jane's Addiction
record came out and they took it to
a big point,' too. They did the
Lollapalooza tour, which was a
great thing. Then when Nirvana
came out, all systems were go, the
floodgates were open. And Primus
tpo. Primus would have never
gotten the attention they have
because of the climate of the
industry right now."

room
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WHILE STR.AIGHTENING TEETH, WE
BEAUTIFY fACES TOO.

oSaturday It Evening Hour. Avallable
-Shorter Treabnent time
-Free Evaluation
.FIWble Payment Plan.
oNo Headiear
oProfeam.onal It ReUable Care

Ask About Our Student and Faculty Special
Dr. S. Khouri, D.D.S P.C.

DiplDmate, A.aNrican a-ftI 01 ~

M_ber, ~rican ~. Of 0r1h0d0atirtI

_

Call 230-9933

175 Lamp and Lantern VUlage
141 Woods Mill and CI

.

tal Return F\lfl\iture

Hot New and ReB'

•
1
~t cool Prtces.

.

, "When a band
likeours has a
single that makes .
top ten everybody
turns their heads.
Then the record
industry notices
the market they
have been neglecting for so long and
they start to pay
attention to it and
sign a lot of cool,
and kind of weird
bands."
Fewer and
fewer bands like
Firehouse are
being signed while
more and more
bands like Smashing PumpKins,
Helmet and Alice
In Chains are
getting record
contracts.
it seem
THE BOYS: Faith No More is Mike Bordin, Jim Martin, Mike Patton, Roddy Bottum
that the biggest
and Billy Gould, Maybe Lollapalooza '93 will sport the talents of these fine young men?
tour of the year,
Lollapalooza, is missing a key
from the same types of scenes as the Dust" all about?
ingredient in its already rich pot?
Gould states that it is a "wonother bands, but we have never
derful drug." But seriously, the title
Wouldn't Faith No More be perfect really been in the cool circuit We
in that headlining spot? Not to
have never been' accepted as the hip and its cover art are the two keys
knock the greatness of Red Hot
thing. Even with other bands, just
behind the understanding of this
by the fact that we have never ~en
idea. The picture on the cover is a
Chili Peppers, but Faith No More
asked to do Lollapalooza - which I beautiful white bird with the
represents every facet Lollapalooza
really don't care, even though it .
tries to get across. FNM had the
,beautiful name itself (Angel Dust),
creativity of a Soundgarden, the
would be nice to do - we haven't
WHich aqually describes a horribly
brashness of Ministry, the hipugly thing - the drug.
been respected," Gould said. "Oh
hopicity of rap and the crossover
well. Our idea is 'to get enough
"The idea with this album was
appeal of the Chili Peppers. Could it power by touring on this record so
to make the mellow spots mellower
be that Faith No More is getting the we can do whatever we want.
and the hard spots harder. It's kind
Rodney Dangerfield treatment with
"We can get the bands we want
of like the title - we tried to make
a lack of respect from their peers?
to open up for us and we can put on a beautiful record with a really ugly
Billy Gould agrees.
edge to it," Gould said.
some interesting shows ourselves."
"We have never been asked to
Gould said that a few of the
After the success of "The Real
do it (LoUapalooza), either year,
bands he would have open up are
Thing," FNM's confidence was
and I am still wondering why,"
Young Gods, Godflesh and throw a given a boost and doors have
Gould said.
couple of weird band like Right
seemed to open for them. With the
He feels that FNM has been
Said Fred and Napalm Death
release of "Angel Dust," Warner
together.
given the cold shoulder by other
Bros. is behind them. With the
bands and ~ple too'.
Taking all these emotions and
release of the last record, they were
"We are the type of band that
feelings into account, what is Faith
just trying to get people to know
has really been ignored. We come
No More's new album, "Angel

Does

See FAITH, page 6

Sound Promotions offers you a way to
raise needed funds for your group or
organization by giving the gift of music.

.c:Dsand cassetie fapes produced by top .'
artists at the gUaranteed lowest prices •
avai!able ' for your contributors.
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Organizational Meeting

NEW$399

.

Black Lacquer Bedroom.
Dresser IMirror, Headboard., Nitestand,

Includes mattress and bo, spong,

NEW

$49
Chest.

8 1g Savings Throughout The Storel
1

Larnps ......................... FROM $9
Headboards ............... FROM $19

Dinettes (5-pc) .................. FROM $99
Bedroom Sets (4-pc) ....... FROM $149

Aaron Sells Furniture®
291-0214
Next To Target

~ St, Chane. Rock Road

>

011

G)
::.::

Target KarOn
Rent.

-;

70

Mon. - Frio 9-7
I\)

......
0

Sat. 10-0
SUn. Closed
12275 St. Charles Rock Ad.

All items subject to pri()( sate. Sale ends 8/31,91. MasterCard, Visa, American Express, and Discover cards accepted,

I
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$99 'set Twin Size
$129 set Double Size
$149 set Queen Size
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UM-St. Louis Varsity Team

Reconditioned Bedding

I

Any full-time female student interested In playing for the UMSt. Louis Varsity Women's Tennis team should attend this Informational meeting. If you enJoy playing the game of tenniS,
please come learn more about
our IntercolleaIate team.
For further Info or if Interested
buy unable to attend the meetIng, please call:
Coach Pam Steinmetz
Mark
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Sutntner Not Too Hot A Few Tips On Finding A Job
by Brad Touchette
jack -of -all-medias

by D. A. Kettler
for The Current

Well gang, welcome to another
end of one of your summers. And
let me tell you, I'm sorry to see this
one go (Not even, bu-ddy). I should
have seen this one coming ...
How many of us saw Van
Halen kick off our summer with
their "let's get really drunk and go
play St. Louis" show at the Arena?
Sammy Hagar could hardly stand,
and I think drummer Alex Van
Halen forgot the meaning of the
word "tempo." Even though the
show went on for about three hours,
I'm a fIrm believer in quality before
quantity.
Harrison Ford stars in the actionWhat next? Well how about
thriller Patriot Games as C IA agent
$3.75 a beer at Riverport and $2.50 Jack Ryan.
a glass for Kool-Aid at
Lollapalooza. $2.50 for Kool-Aid? ridiculous as the rent-a-lawnchair
You can buy a powered gallon of it policy. Greed is pathetic, but then
for less. Contemporary Producagain so are they.
tions , which owns Riverport, needs
With the large stream of
a BIG CLUE. This is almost as
noteworthy acts invading SL Louis
this summer, it proved to be
impossible for me to catch all of
them. (I don't get paid much to do
this . .. ) So when M elissa
Etheridge came through town, I
had to forgo the Babylon A.D. '
show at Club 367. Now I know
you're thinking "real tough choice
there," but Babylon A.D. is a band
that showed a lot of promise with its
fIrst LP and I ~anted to go. My
good friend, who went without me,
said they saw the small size of the
crowd and decided to leave after
about eight songs . The few who did
go paid $20 to see these guys.
Another incident of self-proclaimed
gods doing what they please and
Melissa Etheridge
screwing everyone else. (By the
way, their new release is a waste of
good tape. And Melissa was
awesome!)
How about the cheeseball
movies this summer? Batman
Returns, Universal Soldier, and
Alien 3 - oh boy! My popcorn was
more fascinating. Lethal Weapon 3
and Patriot Games salvaged the
summer a little, but the rest of the
lot is hum-drum "thanks for your
money, now go mow your lawn"
cheese. Thanks, guys.
Have a good school year, gang.
Remember, it doesn't get any
Your
worse!

Finding a job is a job. You must
set goals, map a strategy, execute that
plan and finally, do a follow-up
analysis. You should explore all your
options, and don't close any doors
before you know what's behind them.
If you start down one career path and
find it' s not. for you, go back, and start
down another path. Explore every
opportunity. Be f1exible-both geographically and with job possibilities.
S tart by identifying your qualities
and skills. A quality is an intrinsic
personal attribute, such as integrity,
loyalty, creativity. A skill is something you know how to do well, such
as writing, drawing, accounting. Make
a list of the things you like to do and
don't like to do, work-related as well
as personal activities. All of this will
.force you to examine yourself and
you will learn how to prepare yourself
for your job search.
A resume's job is to get you the
job interview. Resumes open doors.
Resumes must sell. 1f your resume is
not doing its job, recycle that paper
and start over. Writing a resume takes
time and a lot of thought; don't rush.
Every time you put it down, you'll
think of something you forgot to include or a better format arrangement
or a more descriptive word to replace
an ordinary word.
Your resume should be brief and
to the point-one page, no more than
two.pages. It should be letter-perfect
and businesslike; stress accomplishments and only include relevant information. Choose the format that's
best for your situation: chronological,
functional or a combination of the
two.
A chronological resume lists your
experience and education in reverse
date order, with the most recent appearing first. A functional resume
groups your experience in skill categories featuring your strengths.
(Note: These are not job duties, these
are skills and abilities that you've
learned from your job duties.) This
format down-plays dates and places
of employment
Most important, when you're finished, is your resume easy to read and
easy follow? Does it look good? Do
you get a feeling of accomplishment
when reading it? Does itsay what you
want it to say? Remember, a resume's

FREE
EASY
AND

Get

FREE
personals Ad today!

Yes,
you (On make
that personol
connection all
year 'ro und, Look
for ou r new
(am pul perlonols
in the paper.

Order your
FREE Camp'us
Connection ail now!
Check one category for your ad:
Women seeking men
Men seeking women
Men seeking men
Women seeking women
Study partners
Rentals/Roommates/
Ridesharing/Carpooling
General shared .
interest/ Friendship
Tickets bought/sold,
Fantasy trips

o
o
o

9:00 am - You have a mammoth cold
·1 0:00 am - Algebra class
11 :07 am - Your symptoms are gone!

Relief is just seconds
from campus!
• Delivery Available
• Computerized Presc ription
Drug Interaction Screening
• Patient Counseling on the
Correct Use of
Prescription Drugs

o

- -----

Complete this form:

JOBS. from Pi/98 3
off-carnpi1S job refer,ra[ Thus, the tlM-St. Louis Student Employmerit .
PiPgriIIn was born.
Founded in 1979, the Student EmploymentProgram (STEP) proVIdes
a listing of available part- and full-time positions in_the St LOuis area.
Frances White, placement specialist for the Student Employment Program, says the service refers students to jobs jn their area of interest and
according to their work experience, riuherthan by' their field of study.
The listing, sorted by code numbers, is posted on the bulletiDboanl
outside STEP's offtces,at 346 Woods Hall.
.
"Students can come into the office and I can write up the refernU and
all other necessaryinfonnation for them," says White.
According to White, most of the jObs referred to the service by outside
companies are business and/or clericaL
"Some [of the jobs that have 'been referred] have been semi-professional, light accounting jobs .•. others have been part-time ~tant
managing positions," ~d White. "Some of the most recent positions
referred were assistant managing positions at Blockbuster Video, Wetterau
and Sigma Chemical."
Senior Erica Brooks, a business administration major, has used the
service several times. When she transferred to UM-St Louis in the fall of
1990, she needed some extra income. She happened to seethe STEP
bulletin board the day she registeredfoc classes. She immed:iat.ely saw a
listing she liked, and received a job as a credit authorizer for Central
Hardware. Since then, Brooks says,· STEP has also helped her find
employment as a receptionist in a doctor' s office, an office assistant in an
optical shop, and most recently, a job in bookkeeping.
"Yes, the program helped me a lOt ... Mrs. White is a lot of help,"

Brooks said.
This is just one of the many fine prOgrams UM-St. L()~ has established for the benefu of its students;For more information ¢an 553-5371.

CHECK IT OUT
UNCLE CHUNKIE'S
Bar & Grill

9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

385-5400

o

o

9 a.m. to ap.m.
Mon .• Fri.

positive, friendly and showenthusiasm.
Dress properly. No matter wlult
the job, business attire is best (even if
"on-the-job" is more casua1). Remember to emphasize your strengths,
be assertive and smile. Thank the
interviewer, ask when you can expect
to hear something and arrange a way
to be contacted.
After the interview, analyze your
performance; learn from the experience. What questions did you handle
well and what questions .made you
uncomfortable. Is there anything you
would do differently? Always follow
up with a brief thank-you letter, restating your interest and summarizing key points from the interview.
Finally, don't get discouraged.
Making a job change is hard work.
Use all sources available to you. Talk
~th as many people as possible; use
your network. Be flexible and explore all avenues.
Career Placement Services, 308
Woods Hall, is available to all alums
of UM-St Louis. We receive positions in industry, government and
education at all experience kvels. Our
hours are 8 a.m.- 5 p,ra.Monday,
Thursday and Friday, and 8 a.m.-7
p.m . Tuesday and Wednesday. Call
553-5i 11 for more information.

Sat.

o
o

to

job is to get the interview and if it' s not
performing, create a new one.
An interview gives you the opportunity to display your talent, intelligence and enthusiasm. An interview is
not a matter of luck-it's preparation .
You must convince the prospective
employer that you have something
special to offer. Communicate your
strength, dress for success and use the
power of your personality to impress.
The job interview is a two-way
street, The employer finds out about
you and you learn more about the
employer. You should do your homework prior to the interview. Visit the
library or Career Placement Service on
campus to research the company. You
should know its history, prlXlucts or
services, sales volume and growth
potential. Prepare questions to ask
during the interview.
During the interview, be aware of
body language. Have a finn handshake .
Be yourself, and be a gOod listener.
SMILE! Be able to answer detailed
questions about your experience, education, values, your goals (long- and
short-term), abilities and skills. Be able
to communicate your abilities clearly
and concisely. This can be achieved by
rehearsing your answers before the
interview. Plan what you want to say
and rehearse how you want to say it Be

7605 Natural Bridge Rd.

A SIMPLE RECIPE
FOR HELPING THOSE
W ITH HIV/AIDS.

Wrile your ad, one word per square. Then, bring it
III the paper or mo~ ilIa: (ampul lOonection,
101 Townsend 51., San Fron(~(o, CA 94107. Or Dial:

FOOD O UTREACH COOKS

Catering to the UM-St. Louis Community, Uncle
Chunkie's sports UM-St. Louis paraphernalia on its walls.
The bar and grill also makes available game machines and
a pool table. You won't believe the food and drink prices
either. Check it out!

524-1552

8211 Florissant
Road
across from O.T.

FAITH, from page 5
who the hell they were. This
backing is definitely apparent with
their release earlier this year.
"Angel Dust" debuted at
number 10 on the Billboard record
chart after its first week of release . .
Gould feels that the only pressure
when they wrote the songs for this
record was whether it works or not.
"But that is all technical shit, it
has nothing to do with pressure or if
we are schematically right We
didn't have to go to any Robert
Blye camps to learn how to write
songs or anything," Gould said.
But Faith No More's music is
beyond the finger of pressure,
whether the pressure be from its
fans or their record company.
''We don't play any style of
music that you
put your finger
on anyway. So we don't have to be
a heavy metal band, because we're
not In a way, it is kind of bad when
I say that because a lot of heavy
metal people think that we are one.
When we say that we aren't a heavy
metal band they get pissed off, but
we're not." Such can be heard on
their first single from "Angel Dust,"
"Midlife Crisis" and the off-thewall-hilarious-sit-around-thecampfIre-and-listen-to-grandfathertype-of-song, "RV."
When FNM first gave "Angel
Dust" to their record company, the
record company asked them if they
thought they were forgetting their
old fans with their new music.
Gould disagrees.
"I like this record better than
anything we've ever done ," said the
bassist, "because I think we
stretched ourselves when writing
songs in ways that we haven't done
before, but it's the kind of thing
where I am happy with it and we
are happy with it, but it could go
down the toilet real easily too."
Could Gould be doubting the
power of Faith No More? Probably
not, but he seemed a little worried
about the accessibility of "Angel
Dust" to everybody.
"It seems that people are all
ready to tell us that we suck because
we changed and because we
neglected our fans and I don't get
that at all. There still is some ·
territory that we haven't explored."
After "Angel Dust," what other
territory is left? Will FNM be
lxording a thrash polka album in
the- future? One never knows.
"Angel Dust" treads much new and

can

uncharted ground with its great
variety of songs. This is only the
band's ftryt full album with lyrics
written completely by vocalist Mike
Patton. Mike Patton creates a
severely bitter, but vivid picture of
some of the oddest ideas.
"Malpractice" and "Smaller and
Smaller" are chunks that he has
blown out of his head and onto the
album. Roddy Bottum and Billy
Gould (the band's main writers)
combined to write tribal .drum parts
for Mike Bordin and give a grinding
guitar feel to Jim Martin's playing.
Gould and Faith No More are
trying to win some "small victories"
with "Angel Dust" so they can call
the shots with their future, and now
they demand . the respect and
attention they certainly deserve and by the early returns, it seems
that much of the music world has
taken a hit of their creation. Faith
forever more.

AND DELJVERS GOOD,

1·800·934·
765 2
and ask for Calhy 10 place your a9.

HEALTHY MEALS FDR
AN YONE WHO IS LIVING

(All infllrmolion i\ (Qnfidenliol. Your m es~og~ will be opproved fo r (on
lent. Pta(j~e donol..ne your 1051nome, oddre~,. phone number or upli61
lp.xlJlll lcngl..l'lge. He ods ~ eeking anyone under 18 will be {lmjiled.)

WITH HIVjAlDS.
SIMPLE, BUT NOT EASY.
O UR RECIPE REQUIRES
MANY COMMITIED
VOLUNTEERS TO COOK,
PACK AND DELIVER.

A BIG KITCHEN .

OF FCDD. FREEZERS

TO ~JORE THE COOKED FOOD.

HUGE AMOUNTS

AN D THE GENEROSITY OF MANY PEOPLE.

WHY RENT AN APARTMENT?
When spacious remodeled duplexes are now
available bordering the northeast UMSL campus!
-2·3·4 Bedroom Duplexes
-Beautiful Hardwood Floors
-Large Finished Basement
-Mini Blinds
-Stove & Refrigerator .
-Washer/Dryer Hookups

• Large Storage Area
-Off Street Area
-Yard Space
-Cable TV Available

W ON'T YOU ]01N US? YOUR TIME OR OONATION WILL
HELP OUR SIMPLE RECIPE KEEP WORKING.
Category:
Name-

Food Ou treach

Addrew

A Vo /unteel Service To Persons Living Wit!) HIV/AIDS.

City & /'11

4579 Laclede Ave., Suite 309, St. Lo uis, MO 63 108
(314) 367-4461

PIt(JI1f! Numbef .

Faculty And Students
Call For Special Price
ALLIANCE GROUP

522·6865

ENJOY TWICE THE SPACE AND TRULY WALK TO UMSL
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A Legend Steps Down, While His Creation Reaches New Heights
. Five Teams Go National, And 11 Players. Earn
All-American Honors In '91-'92
1991-92

Charleston,for 14 years. SixRivermen
UM-ST.LOmS
teams coached under Meckfessel have
by Russell L. Korando
ALL-AMERICANS
reached tournament play. His overall
sports editor
Brian Rupp-baseball
record at UM-St Louis is 147-133,
Andy Runzi-baseball
and n~ just three wins to reach 400.
President Eisenhower's "Bigger
Dave Rhoads-golf
But, before looking ahead to the
bang for a buck" theory was designed
Ted Fischer-swimming
promise of another successful year of
Mike Brickey-swimming
to thwart communist aggression by
UM-St Louis athletics, here is a look:
Jeff Heveroh-swinuning
"massive retaliation."
back at a few of last year's achieveDan Bostehnann-swimming
The theory went over well with .
ments.
Dave Roither-swimming
taxpay~ at the time because stockpilDevlin McDonough-swimming
ing nuclear arms cost a lot less than
Craig Frederking -soccer
After losing to Sonoma State 3-1,
maintaining a large conventional force.
Scott Litschgi-soccer
in theNCAA Division IT Regionals on
Departing UM-St Louis Athletic
a bitterly cold, blustery day at St Louis
Director Chuck Smith must have been
U., men's soccer coach Tom Redmond
a
student of this plan.
by Russell L. Korando
Smith will officially step down from answered quessports editor
his position Aug. 31, after 26 years of tions from the
As I precariously dangled from the service to the University. He will be gathered media
wing of a small Cessna aircraft. some replaced by UM-StLouis men's bas- with a wistful look
3,000 feet in the air, I was finally at ease ketball coach Rica Meckfessei, who on his face.
will assume the role of interim athletic
The loss to
in what had been a tumultuous day.
Sonoma State was
. It waS the first time in five years director.
Throughout Smith's tenure, both the only one
since rd had a parachute on my bock.
I looked in at the jumpmaster. He the men and women's athletic pro- Redmond's team
grams have banged out considt2'able endured in his
w~ sitting upright in the "hole" getting
ready to give me the command to let go .. respect from their larger, wealthier op- rookie season at
the helm. The
He was smiling. Even though the force ponents, with relatively few bucks.
Compared with UM-Columbia's Rivermen finished
of the wind contorted my face in the
same manner, I wasn't smiling for the monolithic budget, UM-St. Louis' 17-1-2, and had
budget last yearfor athletics was minute. been ranked numsame reason.
"Dot," he yelled. This is the com- That is last in the UM system. The ber one in the namand. to tlu'ow your head bock and Rivermen and Riverwomen sent five tion for a couple
release the aiIplane. Without hesita- five teams to national tournaments, weeks at season's
tion, I arched my OOdy and fell.
though, and 11 athletes from UM-St end.
Maybe
. Falling. Falling. Falling.
LouiswerenamedAll-Americans.Both Redmond already
Finally, after a 500-foot freefall, set school records.
knew Sonoma was
the canopy blossomed into the air,
Meckfessel has been head coach slated for a relooking like a great harmonica. After a for the Rivermen for the past 10 years, match, this time on
few moments, it righted itself, working and has had past experience as an ath- Don Dallas Meout all of the kinks.
letic director. He was AD. at Morris
Current File Photo
I looked up to make sure that none Harvey College, now the University of
MEN'S SOCCER: Senior Craig Frederking
of the parachute's nine cells were deflated. Nope, everything was in order
there. No twists in the suspension lines.
The slider was setting flush on the
risers. Everything was picture perfect
Next, it was time to release the breaks
and fly this thing.
.
.
.
.
There are two toggles attached to
strips of velcro, that operate the direc- by'Matt Forsythe
Among the new experienced retion of the 'chute. I pulled them free associate sports editor
cruits is Cindy Stoerger, who comes to
and gave each a reassuring tug. I pulled
the program from Parkland Junior
the right toggle down to my hip. The
College. She helped her team to a
Bouncing back to a winning record
large wing made a sharp right bank. and a NCAA Division IT national tourseventh place fInish in la,t year's naThe sound was like a couple of hundred nament birth is the task of the 1992
tional tournament, and earned second
pigeons taking off in fright Wow! What women's volleyball team. Performing
team all-region honors.
control.
"I like the coaches. They are difat the same level or higher than the
This 'chute was definitely a far cry 1991 squad, which was the first UMferent," said Stoerger. 'They teach
from the round ones I used to jump St Louis team to qualify for the national
more precise skills. I feel that we're
while a member of the U.S. Anny's tournament, is their goal.
going to be a great tearr'l because of
82ndArrbomeDivision. After 30 jrnnps
their coaching abilities."
They have some big shoes to fill.
with those old clunkers, it was like Last year's team was a dominant force
Joining her sister on the team is
driving a new Cadillac..
Debbie Kampwerth, whoat&-l follows
in the region, leading the Mid-America
With the left and right toggle$ Intercollegiate Athletic Association in
close behind her sister Sharon, who at
functioning properly, it was time to try hitting percentage, kills, asSlsts and
&-2 is ooe of the tallest players in
and flair. To flair, you must pull down aces per game.
school history. Debbie played the last
both toggles simultaneously. This is
two seasons at Lewis and Clark Com'''It was a very exciting year," said
Photo: C.G. Forrestar
what you do to either stop the forward Sharon Kampwerth, the sole returning
munity
College in Godfrey, ill., and
DIG! DIG!: Ginger Heaton atpropulsion of the 'chute or what you starter. ''To come in and play with that
was
named
the Offensive Player of the
tempts digging in practice last
would do 15 feet off of the ground, amount of talent and have that kind of
Year
last
season.
week.
preparing to land.
Kim Dawson returns to the team
year was very exciting."
While flaring, .I looked between
The amount of talent is right Play- New recruits must now take up where after seeing limited action last fall She
my legs to get my bearingS. I was still ers like setter Kristen Burkemper led these players left off.
brings the past experience of playing
2,000 feet over mother earth.
the MIAA in assists and service aces
''They're all going to have to have at Belleville Area College where she
I could see a network of water per game. Middle hitter Pam Paule, an impact," said head coach Denise helped the team there to a 32-10-2
season in 1990.
canals. They broke off in different di- who led the team in kills and was Silvester about the new recruits.
rections like the legs of a spider. named to the All South-Central Region
Becky Bange, formerly an all'They're not at that level right
Highway 4, looking like a piece of team, made last year aground-breaking now. They have the athletic talent conference player at Jefferson Junior
stretched, block licorice, divided Sparta, season. HittersWendyLaRoseandTara Now it's our job to push them to get to College in Hillsboro, Mo., may fill a
n. in half.
Gray also contributed to the team's that next level. We brought in a lot of starting role at an outside position.
The command to toggle right came' corps of strong players. These players junior college transfers that have volCompetition in the MIAA is going
over my one-way radio. Jump instruc- are part of the team's six departing leyball experience, and with some
tor Dave Verner was on the ground players, five of whom were starters. training we won't miss a beat."
See NEITERS, page 8
giving the order. Banking right, I noticedthe big 18 that was painted on the
airport runway.
I was running with the wind at this
point Vemer then said, "toggle left." by Russell L. Korando
The Riverwomen have ranked in sistent in '90. I was passing the ball
The 'chure surgically cut the air with a sports editor
the top 20 nationally in seven of their well, but my shots weren't going in."
loud, Whooosh!
11 seasons, but have failed to make the
"AnneDegunia woul'dcome up to
Forthepast16years,UM-StLouis first round of the NCAA Division II me and say, 'You're suffering from
Facing the wind, my air-speed had
now stabilized at about 15 knots. I had women's soccer coach Ken Hudson playoffs since 1983.
the 'UMSL Syndrome.'" Itis theoi1ly
broken the 1,OCO-footceilingand would has been a full-time employee for the
Last year, theRiverwomen finished thing Llorico has suffered from. She
start making my final approach to the United States Ann y.
10-54 and were ranked eleventh at has started 38 S1Taight games.
Though his duty as a civilian season's end. Injuries plagued them
drop zone.
At a few hundred feet, I could see manager in computer programming for a good part of the year, but they
my fIancee tracking my movements doesn't conjure up romantic images of went on to finish with six wins in their " At the end of last
from the ground She was trying to get the Marines storming a beach or the last seven games.
in position to get a frontal picture ofmy U.S. Anny Rangers' clandestine rnce
"The end of the year is kind of a season, people were
to capture Manuel Noriega, Hudson's blur," senior midfielderCarmen LIoOCo
landing.
saying 'Get an amThe drop zone bulls eye, which had dedication as both a federal and state said. 'We played well enough at the
govenunent
employee
is
undaunted.
been elusive to even the club pro's,
end of the year, that the people bu lance"'-Cher yl
"Work is only a couple of minutes deciding ...debated on letting us in for a
looked like a possibility .
Kamp
No time for last minute maneuvers. away," Hudson said. "I come up on my while. One week we had a chance, and
lunch
break
and
see
if
any
of
the
players
''Hair,'' came over the radio.
the next it wouldn't lock good."
Degunia is one of six starters lost
Ten feet off of the ground my for- need to be w!.XkOO with."
Llorico transferred from Northeast
With
Chuck
Smith
stepping
down
from
last year. Her affience will weaken
ward momentum suddenly halted, and
Missowi State in 1990, and led the
before I knew it, I was lying on my from his position as athletic director, Riverwomen with 10 assists last year. the the defense, but it will also be
back. Only two feet from the bulls eye. Hudson is now the seniCX' member of She earned first team All-South Region bolsteredby the return ofCherylKamp.
all UM·St Louis coaches. Hudson, in honors last year, but said it wasn't her
Kamp, a fonner North County
Oh well, I'll hit it next time.
Journal Female Athlete of the Year
Call Dave, at 1-800-:3444764. I 12 years as Riverwomen head coach, best
has an overall record of 132-56-20.
"My overall game was mCX'e congar-own-tee you'll be glad you did.

On A 'Wing
And A Prayer

Current File Photo
LOOKING .AHEAD: Rich Meckfessel, UM-St. Louis' men's basketball coach, will begin his duties as athletic director Aug. 31
While discussing her plans to run
moria! Field, Sept. 5.
The men's soccer season was a tri- for the vacated athletic director posiumph to the man (Don Dallas) it was .tionafew months ago, Silvester reached
dedicated to. The Rivermen shutout 13 down and grabbed an insanely thick,
opponents last year, and are getting block book. It took Silvester both hands
prepared for their 25th season. Their to secure it
What was on the inside? As the
tough, dynamic brand of soccer is rebook
hit her desk with a resounding
garded to be one of the best college
thud,
she explained most of her 60
programs in Missouri.
hours
a week work, off of the court,
Women's volleyball coach Denise
were
contained
within.
Silvester knows what the fruits of hard
the Bible for DiviThe
book
was
work can attain. Silvester has also been
sion
I,
II,
III
athletic
guidelines.
Silvester
the assistant athletic director at UM-St
is
the
Messiah
for
each
of
the
11 athLouis for the past six years.
Her dedication to volleyball is letic programs at UM-":t Louis.
matched only by her dedication to the
Even though swimming coach
well-being of every member in UM-St. Mary Liston had her hopes for a new
Louis' athletic program. On the floor, • aquatic facility sink with the defeat of
theRiverwomensoaredtoa39-11 record Proposition 0, her team was probably
last year and earned a berth in theNCAA the greatest example of the kind of
Division II Nationals for the first time in determination it takes to excel with few
Silvester's tenure as coach.

See REVIEW, Page . 8

Netters Set·Sights On Return To

NCAA Division II Nationals
'

~

HInjury Bug Stays Away Riverwomen Can Sail

o

See WOMEN, Page 8

'

There's A New Dallas In
Town, And A (Freder) 'King
In Search Of A Crown
by Jack C. Wan g
Current sports reporter

Only one team in the 25-year
history of the UM-St Louis men's
soccer team has ever won a national
championship in Division II.
Second -year head coach Tom
Redmond thinks that the 1992men's
squad could also be in the hunt for a
national title.
"Our goal is to get in the national
tournamentandprogress farther than
we did last year" says Redmond.
With seven staners- returning from
last year's 17-1-2 record,and with a
final ranking of second in Division
II, the Rivermen are ready to make
Redmond's goal come true.
The only thing that could stand
in the Rivermen's way is the tough

1992 schedule. Nine schools that
were ranked in the top 20 in Division
II at some point during the 1991
season are among the opponents
that the Rivermen will face.
Redmond calls the 1992 schedule
"the toughest schedule in the history
of the program."
Among the teams playing
against the Rivennen this fall are
national champs Florida Tech,
Tampa (No.5) , Sonoma State
(No.7), Oakland (No.8), California
State- San Bernardino (No. 11),
Wisconsin-Parkside (No. 12), and
Northeast Missouri State (No. 15).
The Rivermen will also face
Division I foes DrakeandSouthwest
Missouri S tate as well as local

See DALLAS, page 9

Kuchno Wins Four Publication Awards
by Jack C. Wang
Current sports reporter
Jeff Kuchno has been the UM-St
Louis' sports information director for
the past three years.
Recently, Kuchno's peers in Division II athletics awarded him for his
achievements atUM-St Louis with four
national awards in the College Sports
Information Directors of America Annual Publication.
Kuehno's work on the UM-St.
Louis' swimming media guide placed
se«>nd, while the men's and women's
~ media guides 00th fInished. in
fourth place. The UM-StLouis' men's
basketball media guide also won fourth
place.
Kuehno says it felt good to win the
awards and be recognized in his pro-

fession, adding that it is "a great honor..,
He feels that the awards are a reflection
of the time and energy that goes into the
media guides.
Kuehno was surprised to learn of
the award for the basketball guide because of the number of good, quality
media guides in Division II basketball
programs.

See KUCHNO, page 9
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Review from page 7

Women from page 7

resources.

cracked a facial
bone in a collision last year
againstBarry U.,
and missed the
final 12 games.
She's anxious to
get
ready,
though.
"At the end
of last season
people were
joking and saying, 'Get an ambulanceready, ,"
Kampsaici
"I've been
working out on
my own, but I'm
sure we'l1 get
plenty of conditioning once
practice starts. I
want to stay

Rivermen swimmers set five
schoolrecords,and their seventh place
finish in the NCAA Division II
Swimming and Diving Championships
was their best ever.
A week before Liston's squad set
out on their strong finish in North
Dakota, she talked with unabashed
confidence and pride about them. She
said they were tired from the rigors of
having to swim shorthanded at most
meets, but knew in her heart they
wouldn't quit until they hit the wall.
Not only are the Rivennen fast in
the pool, but in the classroom as well.
Three members sported G.P.A.'s of
3.0 or better. Swimmer Dave Roither
is also vice president for the UM-St
U:JUis Student Govemn;.;nt Association.
Both the men arc.: women's basketball teams had sub-.500 seasons,
but their play was never dull.
The men finished 13-15 afterlosing 85 -81 to Missouri Valley. But they
have recruited aggressively during the
off-season.
Smoky Evans, who transferred
from Arkansas State, will be eligible to
play at the start of the spring semester.
Pittsburg State ended a frustrating
year for the Riverwomen (10-18). It
also ended the college careers of tluee
of the fmest women athletes to compete for UM-St Louis.
Monica Steinhoff, the tenacious
point guard who put the ball in the
basket more times than any other
Riverwoman. She fmished with 2,023
points, and is ranked fourth on the
Mid-America Athletic Association all" time list
Tammy Putnam became the flISt
.• Riverwoman to grab over 1,000 re• bounds, and cracked the l,ro) point
mark as well.
Kim Cooper, w)lo was recruited
from Notre Dame High in Cape
Girardeau, Mo., was a four-year starter
· and scored 1,270 points.
Cooper graduated with a sterling
GPAof3.8 and was named last month
· as the UM-St Louis Woman of the
Year.

Current File Photo
Kim Cooper, UM-St. Louis Woman
of the Y~ar

Rlvennen Roar: The men's baseball team was 30-20, and advanced to
the NCAA Division II Regionals.

During one stretch this past spring,
the men's baseball team won 23 of 28
games. They eventually qualified for
the NCAA Regional tournament for the
first time since 1984, but were beaten
by fellow MIAA nemesis Missouri
Southern, and fwished with a 30-20
mark.
Shortstop Brian Rupp decided to
forgo his last year of eligibility after
being signed by the St Louis Cardinals.
He batted .435 and set four school
records.
Rupp is playing in the Arizona
Rookie League for the Chandler Cardinals. He is built physically along the
same lines as San Francisco Giants first
baseman Will Clark.
Rivermen managerJim Brady, who
has a superlative 180-133-3 record in
eight years at UM-St. Louis, wasted no
time infmding a replacement for Rupp.
The Rivermen signed David Jolliff
(Wentzville High) July 9 to try and fill
the void He'll fit in well with the other
Jolliff, who can playa little too.
CenterfielderDonnieJ01liffwasBrndy's
other "Twin Tower" last year. He was
second on the Rivermen inR.B.I.'s (49)
and home runs (9).
Last, but certainly not least, are
golfer Dave Rhoads and tennis whizkid David O'Gorman.
Rhoads, though at 28 not necessarily a kid, was the steady example who

led the Rivermen to the NCAA Division IT championships for the frrst time
ever.
Rhoads finished sixth in the national championships, which were held
in Spartenburg, S.c.
Physics is a subject most college
students look at like a foreign language. O'Gonnan. though, speaks it
fluently. He has a perfect4.0GPA,and
won a $5,000 post-graduate scholarship.
0' Gorman also earned a fJISt team
spot as a GTE All-American. He was
50-26 in singles play as aRiverman. He
placed fourth in No.2 singles play at
the MlAA Championships in 1991.

reaIthyandhe~ I ________________________~~~__~
the team win,"
Photo:·C.G. Forrestar

Current File Photo
Swimming coach Mary Liston

Netters from page 7
to be rough for this new squad. NCAA rulings have cut the number of teams that
can qualify from the MlAAregion. The NCAA wanted to include more regions,
SO they are taking fewer teams from each region. In addition, conference play has
risen another notch in the past years.
"Volleyball has improved a lot on the conference level," Silvester said.
''There used to be one dominate team (Central Missouri State), but the middle of
the pack programs have really made a strong run at them. A lot more schools are
playing a regional/nationallevel schedule, which is the first thing that the NCAA
looks at when they are voting for top 20. As a result, the level of play at the
conference has really picked up."
UM-Sl Louis can only wait and see what becomes of the new squad, but the
the mix of an experienced, award-winning cooching staff and experienced,
quality athletes, can only bode well for the future of the program.

she said
HIGH HOPES: Senior forward Carmen Uorico makes a
Seniors Col- head shot. Llorico led the Riverwomen with 10 assists
leen Kelly and I~,st year.
and in her two years as a Norsewoman,
Tammy Hutson will provide support
her team won a junior college chamon defense. Kelly, at 23, is the team
pionship (1990) and finished runnerelder, and said she is glad to haveKamp
up (1989) ..Needless to say, she would
in the backfield with her. Kelly is no
like to cap-off her collegiate soccer
stranger to pain either. She missed five
career with one more shot at a title.
games last year after straining a
"That would be nice," Donahue
quadricep muscle.
said. "A few of us have been getting
''I've got shin-splints now, but ifI
together and doing some sprints, jogdo my running on a soft surface I
ging, and a little weights." ,
should be okay," Kelly said "If we
"Weallshouldknow,ifweregoing
work hard we'll be very competitive
to get a bid, it will take nothing short of
this year."
hard work and a lot of drive."
Hudson said scoring shouldn'tbea
problem with a strong nucleus of of
forwards returning.
Monietta Slay and Kelly Donahue
were first and second respectively on
the Riverwoman scoring list at season' s
end. Slay led the team with 22 points,
and also chipped in a team-high nine
goals.
Donahue started all 19 games and
scored 21 points on eight goals and five
assists.
Donahue transferred from
florissant Valley Comm unity College,
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What kind of coverage would like to see more of?

I

I

Expo

What do you dislike about The Current?

What coverage would you like to see less of?

I
I

I
I
I

Should we cover more off-campus issues?

I

What topics would you like to see in The Current?

I

What is your favorite section of the paper?

--------

I

I

...; __ .J

Please take some time to fill out the above
survey. Then return it to The Current office at 1
Blue Metal Office Bldg 'and receive a free giftl

•
HOUS E
Attention students, faculty, and staff. 'We cordially
invite you to The Current open house this Wednesday, August 26. in the Blue Metal Building, Room 1.
Come and visit our offices and meet the staff who
will bring you news, sports, and features for your enjoyment and information this year.
Stop in after classes or work. We will be open '111 day
, and all evening.
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Kuchno from page 7

Former UM-St. Louis
Volleyball Coach Dies

. ''Media guides are important because they are a source and tool for
recordkeeping," said Kuchno. He feels
Memorial services were held Aug. 16 for Cindy Rech, a former volleyball
that winning the awards are a result of
player at UM-St Louis. Rech died July 27 after a bout with cancer. She was 43.
desktop publishing, which allows him
Rech wasbom in Evansville, Ind., but grew up in St Louis. She spent six
to put more information in and allow
. years as volleyball coach for UM-St LOuis, and posted a 87-146 record.
forabetter design of the guides. "TypeRech came to UM-St Louis after starting the intercollegiate volleyball
setting and production costs are also
program at Washington University.
.
lower," said Kuchno. "The end product
The 1967 Pattonville High graduate attended Southeast Missouri State
is a higher quality media guide."
University, where she started on the women' sfield hockey; volleyball, basketball
Kuchno hopes that as sports inforand softball team. She received her bachelor's degree in education in 1971.
mation director he can increase the
After leaving St Louis in 1987, Rech resided in St Petersburg, Fla., where
visibility of our athletic program and
she was actively involved in volleyball coaching and officiating.
department
Rech is survived by her parents, Ann and Bill Rech, of Evansville, Ind., and
her brothers, Thomas and James.
-Complied by Jeff Kuchno

Dallas from page 7
schoolS Washington University and
Lindenwcxxl College. •
UM-St Louis stlrts the season in
the first round of the Gaffney's Adidas
Classic at the Don Dallas Memorial
Field on Saturday September fifth
against Sonoma State, the team that
knocked the Rivermen out of the national tournament during quarterfinals
last year. "Out of the 20 matches last
season ,"saidRedmond, "only Sonoma
State outplayed us. They are a very
good team and are well coached."
Cocich Redmond also adds that there
will be "no revenge motive" in playing
Sonoma State.
Without looking too far ahead, the
Rivermen end the season October 31
against 1991 Division II national
champs Florida Tech. "TIlis will be a
good way to end the season against a
real high level of competition, and will
give us a good idea of where we stand
at that point in the season against the
best in the country" said Redmond.
One thing that Redmond admits i~
that going through the regular season
undefeated last year was a bit of a
sUIprise. "That does happen too often
these days" said Redmond.
The focus of the 1992 squad will
again be on senior forward Craig
Frederlcing, who is the school's alltime leading scorer with the most career
goals (32) and POints (82). In 1991,

Frederking amassed 15 goals and five . two remaining slots.
At the backfield, Gay Ie Abbas, Pat
assists for 35 points and earned second ,
Brian Hennessy and Doug
Galkowski,
team Division II All-America status.
Wiese all return to strengthen this posiFrederking is usually marked by tion.
an opponent's best defender, but
"Freddy is the kind of player that can't
Last year's freshman sensation
be marked out of a 90-minute game" goalie Marie Lynn (five shutouts, 0.41
says · Redmond; who adds that goals against average) has left school
Frederlcing isa "hard worker ,and brings because of academic reasons. Incomleadership 9n the field."
ing ~an goalkeeper Jeff Hulsey

SKYDIVING: The Fun
Way To Fly
by Russell L. Korando
sports editor

What kind of person jumps out of
airplanes?
How about a 40-year-old mother
of tw.o. Or an out-of-shape journalist
who said he knew better.
Every Thursday, Saturday and
Sunday, people of all ages and backgrounds get together for what is fast
~oming a family sport
David Verner has owned and 0perated the Archway Skydiving Centre
forthe past 30 years. Archway is located
in Sparta, n.. Sparta is about 45 minutes east of St Louis.

Photo: Russell Koranda

AIRBORNE: One of Archway Skydiving's staff members glides toward
the dropzonelast Sunday. Over 1,500 people were trained last year by
owner David Verner and his staff.

"We trained more class C or D licence recognized by the
than 1,500 people last United States Parachute Association
year for their first . (USPA), and has made more than 200
jwnp," Verner said. "1 jumps.
R~~nd'~· conc~ with the for- suddenly fmds himself as the starting
"We have a minister from Mt.
believe we have alward poslUon lS finding someone to
oali afte the tragic accidental shootready
trained
900
this
Vemoncomeoutallofthetime,"Vemer
complement Craig due to the loss of' g e
r .
.
year."
said. "I enjoy meeting all of the different
forward Steve VaIle. Coach Redmond ing death of junior starting goalie Mark
Verner
has
made
people."
is hoping someone will emerge to take
Dulle. Both head coach Redmond and
5,300 successful ImllLast Sunday, a class of 16 were put
Valle's spot, with sophomore Tom assistant coach Gary LeGrand feel that
chute jumps in the 30 to the test Each was asked why they
Edgar as the frontrunner. "Tom had a Hulsey is ready to play at the Division
years he's been sky- cbose tocome and learn how to skydive.
lot of success late last year and is the
diving. He credits the
One woman, a former enlisted
type of player that can take the pressure
II level. "Hulsey has the chance to be
of
the
member
of the U.S. Air Force was bet
development
off Craig Frederking" said Redmond a very good college goalkeepef said
square parachute for $150 she .wouldn't do it It cost the
But injuries have plagued Edgar dur- Redmond. Adds assistant coach
enticing a wider scope same amountas the bet for the class and
ing his first two seasons at UM-St
LeGrand, "He comeS out well, and
of people.
first jump. She cashed in after being
Louis and his health remains a question
challenges the shooter." The backup
"The new equip- one of the.fi!s! six students that dav: to
after injuring his knee playing summer gOOlle will probably come from several
ment has increased the jump.
league soccer.
walk-on candiates.
pleasure of the sport If
Darryl Duessel , Randy Alexander
At midfield, second team Allyoulandniceandeasy and Randy Clark, all from St Louis,
Other newcomers that could make
America Scott Litschgi relllrrlS as a
it makes it a lot more decided it would be a "crazy" thing to
four-year starter along with senior an immediate impact this season infun."
do. Duessel was stationed in Germany
K~vin Hennessy. Redmond calls the elude midfieIders Todd Rick and Dean
Verner stressed the asa part of the U.S. Army, but said this
the son of the late and legendmidfield position a "critical area of the
amountofmoneyspent was his first jump. They were the first
field." The Rivennen plays a four- ary UM-St. Louis men's soccer coach
on I'..quipment, too as- . three to jump from the class.
man midfield system and two of the DonDallas. Freshmen midfielder-for- L-_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _- ' sure everyone a safe
Instructing the class was veteran
Photo: Montra Siros environment.
spots are filled in Litschgi and K. ward Andy York and defender Joe
jumper John Cruchelow. He began his
Hennessy. Redmond said that there Fisch are also expected to conuibute TWO HOPEFULS: Russell Korando and Mike
"Each student- day at the office with a free- faIl jwnp
this falL
Green preparing for the "Great Wide Open ."
will be a five to six man battle for the
from 9,500 feet
Cruchelow said he has made more
rigged parachute costs $3,500. That's
than
2,(XX) jumps with no problem. He
just for the main 'chute ... there are a lot
of other expenses involved in reserves, commanded each students undivided
attention during the class. Cruchelow
and repair of the equipment."
is a student at Parks College and is a
The
flrst
step
you
take
at Archway
..
.
.
~ ... .. ..
is not out of an airplane. An extensive veteran of the U.S . Marines.
five-hour training course is required
ocfore making a jump.
• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
For more information call:
The course is split in two parts: The
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
first part is in the classroom. A staff
1-800-344-4764 or
jumpmaster lectures and demonstrates
(61
8) 443-2091
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING &
everything from exiting the plane to
preparedness of high-speed malfuncASSISTANCE. All services are free
tions.
Classes begin each
and confidential.
Secondly, students are required to
Th, Sat, Sun at 9:30 a.m.
perform the taught maneuvers on the
Brentwood. •• 962-5300 St. Charles. ••••• 724-1200
actual
aircraft they are to jump from.
Ballwin ••••• 227·2266 Hampton South •• 962-3653
Happy Jumping!!!
Each jumpmaster ha<> an advanced

Dallas,

. . ...

_.

?

PREGNANT.
'

"

'

counts

'

-

~.

"

·0

Bridgeton ••• 227-8775

Midtown.••••••• 946-4900

:"11_----------,
$250 PER MONTH
1 BEDROOM APTS.
NEWLY REMOD ELED
CARPET & DRAPERIES
ALL ELECTRIC
CLOSE TO 1-70,
170 & 270 MINUTES
FROM THE AIRPORT
4222-A SP RINGDALE
CALL 429-5609

/)~

ODD

$10.00
OFF

ITISGREEK TO ME
Fraternity & Sorority Apparel & Gift Items

r------------,

. ' .• . BACK!OCAMP(JSSPECIAL •. ·... . •

: ,·,.,• 10% : ~iscoUnlOn .,· . .•..:
• ·'A'···· .p
. . . h .. W' h· '
t " •. IlY.,. urc . ~~e .....It :' ,
: .· · SttJ9~n tl~.P.· G,.oti p'.

.. :

: ,Discounts · ~Custom ':
: · : . OrdersWel¢()m~. · :. :
L; ~>~ ·, L.:;· ~: ·: ~··"::·:~ ·l'- ~ :~·:. ·~ _ ~

291·3911 • Northwest Plaza 1ii:: :;~: : ~: :tiJ:1

JOIN THE BIOLOGY CLUB

· ' Get Acquainted Picnic/Volleyball
Sept. 11 • Mark Twain • 3:30

CALL 553·6227 FOR MORE INFO TNE ~IOLO(jICftL SOCIETY

I

1-618-446-2375

1-800-344-4764.

L~~~~~~~!~~~~~

_____~!J
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Academic Dishonesty: A Sign Of The Times?
Women's Research Center
Opens At Vernon College
WASHINGTON (CPS) -Anew
research center named The InstituteforWomenandWorkinWashingtonis being established atMount
Vernon College to gather informations on women's careers.
"We don't want it to be called a
think tank, because it is not purely
academic effort. It will actually
produce opportunities for women,"
said Robert Doolittle, director of
public relations for the tiny 117year old school.
Resident scholars will work in
the college's academic building and
will study haw women can improve
their careers, conduct research on
women's learning and career patterns and provide support on issues
affecting women.
"We are looking for groups ,
caucuses of women who are aware

an

of discrimination that women are
dealing with in the workplace," said
Dr. Marjorie Lightman, secretary
pro tern of the center.
Founder Lucy Ann Geiselman,
president of the liberal arts college
and a founder of the research center
says that is was formed because
more than 80 percent of women age
25 to 54 will be in the labor force by
2000.
.
The scholars at the new center,
who say they hope to attract new
students to the school, are mixed
group of academicians and business
executives.
Men and women business
leaders will be invited to the center
to attend lectures and discussions
on issues that affect women's careers
such as the economy, legal issues
and cuts in defense spending.

Bus Crash Kills Two Students, Injures 34
SOU1H BEND, Ind. (CPS) - A
blinding snowstorm caused a chartered
bus carrying the University of Notre
Dame's women's swim team to overturn and crash, killing two students and
injuring 34.
The accident occurred just after
midnight on Jan. 24 on the Indiana Toll
Road about a mile west of the South
Bend exit The 32 swimmers, three
coaches, studentmanager and bus driver
were returning from a meet at Northwestern University.
According to Indiana State Police,
the bus hit a patch of snow on the
highway that caused itto lose control,

(CPS) -Fierce competition for mobs
and higher grades and poor leaderslllp
models have created a vertical climate
for cheating, say college and university
officials who are grappling with new
ways to deal with an old problem.
Worried educators say some of
today's college students, exposed to a
painful recession in a get-rich-quick
society and numbed by scandals such as
congressional check-bouncing, are
asking themselves: What's wro~ with
cheating?
"One of the reasons that (cheating
is) increasing is the perception that the
students' future job opportunities are
closely linked to how well they perform
in terms of grades," said Robert Dorff,
faculty senate chairman at North Carolina State University.
"When pressure mounts, some feel
that pressure and respond by cheating,"
he said, adding that today's faculty
members are being urged to be more
creative with testing procedures to make
cheating "less enticing."
Not only is academic dishonesty
growing, but there is more discussion
about it than ever before. "Both of these
forces are coming together and making
it a more apparent problem," Dorff said.
One New Jersey student doesn't see
cheating as a problem. In fact, he'smaking a tidy profit off the current GPA
paranoia.
Michael Moore, a Rutgers University journalism student, recently raised
eyebrows with his 86-page book., tiUed
"Cheating 101: The Benefits and Fun-

roll into the median and land on its roof.
Policeidentified the two dead students as Megan Beeler, 19, of Granger,
. Ind., and Colleen Hipp, 19 of StLouis.
Both women were freshmen.
Twenty-two ofthe students injured
were treated and released. at area hospitals. One studen t was seriously injured,
suffering a back injury that required
surgery. A university spokesman said
the injury was not life-threatening. The
damentals ofEaming the Easy 'A'," th.at
driver and the coaches suffered only
details methods of cheating, including
minor injuries.
. hiding notes in the holes of torn jeans
The Roman Catholic school, which
and using foot signals to convey anhas about 9,(XX) students, held a Mass
swers on multiple choice questions.
in memory of the students killed.
Moor reported, in an article in
"Campus Crime" (January 1992), that
he has sold 1,750 copies of his book ($6
each) to students at Rutgers, the University of Maryland and Oillo State
The University Child Development Center otlers a
University.
developmentally appropriate program for children of
Some professors say More's blatant
effort to promote deceit has brought
UM-St. Louis faculty, staff, and students.
cheating, often an unspoken, seldomFull Time and part time openings for
addressed problem, into the light.
children six weeks to five years of age.
Educators often refuse to admjt the
Contact Lynn Navin at 553-5658.
" .... ::r~ ~
amount of cheating that may be going
on in their classes, said one source, and

f1 CHILD CARE
i

2' I>

may not want to know the hard facts.
In 1987 and 1988, the American
Council on Education, in conjunction
with the University ofCalifami a atLas
Angeles asked students about their
cheating habits in a comprehensive survey, "The American Freshman."
About 37 percent of the students
surveyed in the fall of 1988 said they
had cheated on a test in high school, an
increase from abou t 30 percent the year
before. About 57 percent said they had
copied another student's work., while
about 52 percent admitted doing so the
year before. .
That was the last year any reference
to cheating was included in the survey.
"We don't plan on bringing them up
(the questions) again," said Ellen Riggs,
a researcher with the Higher Education
Research Center at UCLA. "The general reaction from the schools were not
the most positive. Some advised students
Photograph by John Di~Aaurs
not to answer the questions. "
Michael Moffatt, associate profesA QUESTION OF HONOR: Academic dishonesty may be on the
sor of anthropology at Rutgers Univerrise as students face tougher compeition for jobs and grades in
sity, said his intensive study of cheating
the '90s
left him shocked and "in a funk." He
said he received only a lukewarm re- ' ers. "They will fight against the accusa- ceive a grade of "SF" on their transcripts. Cheating cases are evaluated by
spouse from his colleagues.
tion."
The professor said he has identified a student board, which is now to be
"I found that 33 percent (of stu- five commonly used cheating tech- tougher on fellow students because they
dents) had been involved in consider- niques from the "look-about," where see themselves as victims of cheating.
The University of Maryiand also
able cheating. That means cheating in answers are borrowed from a neighbor,
to
"ripple
cheating,"
which
can
consist
gives students an "SF" grade willch
three to 25 courses with an average of
eight courses, and 22 percent had never of elaborate, premeditated schemes with remains on the student transcript for a
full year. After completing a non-credit
cheated in college. The "in-betweens" many involved.
Cheat sheets are so common that six-week course on academic integrity,
cheated once or twice," said Moffatt
Moffan's investigation included 400 MofIatt actually legalized them in his the students can petition to have the "X"
Rutgers students who turned in anony- class. Students are allowed to bring in removed.
Thespotlighthas been on academic
mous "self-reports" on svbjects such as one 8-by-10-inchpiece of paper with as
sexuality and cheating. The results of much wrinen on it as the space can integrity fOIthe past several years.
"Officials say students seem inthe cheating question spurred him to conta.in. "It encourages me to not ask
stupid questions," he said.
creasingly willing to do anything to get
write a 22-page report.
Cheating also takes other foims, ahead," reports an article on.academic
"I received a great munber of graphic
papers that were in many ways more such as plagiarism, paying someone to dishonesty that appeared in the
shoclcing than the sexual self-reports. It Lake a testor write a paper, or buying an Chronicle of Higher Education (Jan.
already completed term paper.
17,1990).
thew me into a funk," he said.
While many campuses wresUe with
"The students are frightened about
Students confided to Moffan that
they cheated to get minimal grades to the problem of cheating, students at the the job market They're searching for
survive, to get revenge on a disliked Uniersity of Delaware and Maryland the pre wealth curriculum. The value of
money is more important to them than a
professor, or because others performed suffer a "SF' grade for cheating.
In 1985, when officials at the Uni- code of honesty and a sense of responbetter academically without much efversity of Delaware surveyed the stu- sibility," said Arthur Levine, chairman
fort
Moffatt said cheating often takes dent body and discovered that 78 per- of the Institute for Education managesuch an emotional and mental toll that it cent admined to cheating, they immedi- ment at Harvard University, in the sam-n I
article.
would be easier to study. "They are in ately revamped their honor code.
Now students caught cheating reterror of being caught," he said of cheat-

"OUR .DAUGHTER'S

Ir·------- ·~I
I
I

Apartment: $285

I FRESHMAN,IND SHE'S
ALREADY LANDED I

Heat Included!! 1 bedroom, 2 room efficiency, new
appliances, new carpet, some furnished. 6 month or 1 year
lease. $285-$295. OR a 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315-$350.

381 .8797

Bermuda Heights

WONDERFUL JOI.

"We couldn't be prouder. As soon as
Jcrnifer enrolled, she went to UPS and
got a oart-time job. Now she makes
al most $10,000 a year working about
4 hours a day. She found out that UPS
employees are eligible for educational
loans up to $25,000 a year! Jennifer is
learnin!] how to take care of herself.

'qood Wor!& ...
Jl[[ you neea to {(now about futons

•

, "UPS takes good care of her. too.
They let her choose when she wanted
tQ work-mornings, afternoons. or
nights-whatever was best for her class
schedule. They give her health benefits, paid vacations and holidays.
They gave her a job in Operatlonswhich she loves. Now she has the confidence to do anything.

6303 Delmar • 726-2233

'What really made us happy was
when she told us about a major univer·
sity study that showed that students who
work 15 to 20 hours a week make better
grades. And looking at our daughter's
grades-it must be true."

Openings exist at the UPS
Earth City Facility. For more
information, or to apply for an
interview, call 553-5317 or
visit 346 Woods Hall.
We are an equal opportunity
employer. .

1*1

~

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

This
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I
I
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I
. .
I
I come to
I
I
The
I
I
Current
I
I
I and writ e
I as many
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I
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I
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I
for a
I
I
I whopping
$0.00 a
I
I
story. So
I
•• get out•
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•I cashin
now!!

•
•
•
•

$25 student discount with purCNlU of futon, frame, .nd cover. 10 required .
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I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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FREE DRINKS
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•
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Fall Faculty Meeting
Tuesday, September 22

Founders'Dinner
Saturday, September 26

J.C.Penney Auditorium 3:00p.m.
-State of the University Address
-Presentation of Chancellor's
A wards for Excellence in
Research and Creativity,
Teaching, and Service
-Reception at the Chancellor's
Residence immediately
following

6:30 p.m. cocktails-7:30 p.m.
dinner St. Louis Marriott
Pavilion Downtown Honoring:

-Wear red and gold!

The United State~ &
Europe Conference
Friday & Saturday,
September 25 & 26
"The U.S. and the Integration of
Europe: Legacies of the
Post-War Era"
Sept. 15,9:00 a.m.-4:45 p.m.
I.C. Penney Building, Room 229
Keynote Speaker:
Senator Thomas Eagleton
Sept. 26, 9:ob a.m.-4:45 p.m.

ChaJ,lcellor's All Cam-

-The Founding Committee of
28
-The Class of 1967
-1992 Chancellor's Awards for
Excellence recipients
-University Donors
--'-Past Honorary Degree
recipients
-Presidents of our constituent
groups
-Faculty and Staff with service
of 25· years of more
-Special recognition of the
class of: 1972,1977,1982 &
1987

SEPTEMBER

14

"Art Novices"
in Art Museums

William Maltby
Professor of History
University of Missouri-St Louis
Room 229

Elizabeth Vallance
Director of Education
The Saint Louis Art Museum
Room 229

Picnic & Spirit Day
Wednesday,
September 23

21
Detective Fiction:
Origins and Outlooks

Family, Society, and the
Dynamics of Latin
American Colonial
History

Challenging Violence
Against Women in
South Africa

~~

11 :30 a.m.-l :30 p.m
5:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
-Lunch compliments of Chancellor Touhill and supporter of
UM-St.Louis
-Live Entertainment!
For more information concerning any of the above event, call University Relations at 553-5442.

9
Violin and Harp Duo

12

28

Alumni Circle

Joel Glassman
Director
' Center for International Studies
University of Missouri-St Louis
Room 229

Cheryl Potgeiter
Professor of Psychology
University of Western Cape,
South Africa
Room 222

Haruka Watanabe,

Peter Wolfe
Professor of English University of
Missom"i-St. Louis
Room 229

Professor
Instituto de Investigaciones Sociales
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de
Mexico
Room 126

pUS

2

The conquest of America Political Reform in
Through Spanish Eyes
Contemporary China

Cecilia Rabell Romero

Missouri Historical Society

November

OCTOBER
5

19

violin
Ayko Watanabe,
harp
Room 222

16
I Remember Harlem

Fleet Street and the
Early English Press

St Louis Black Repertory Company
. in performance
Room 222

Michael Harris
Lecturer in History
Birkbeck College
University of London
Room 229

23
Expanding Boundaries:
Photography in Contemporary German Art,
to the Present

26
Gospel Music
University of Missouri-Sl Louis
Gospel Choir
Room 22

Margaret Keller
Coordinator of Adult Programs
The Saint Louis Art Museum
Room 229

As a service to the campus and to the campus and to the St.Louis Community, this series has bee
organized to reflect current issues and interests. All event will be held at t..'1e University of Missouri-St
Louis in the J.C. Penney Con tinuing Ed ucation Building. Bring your lunch and join us at noon!
For more information, call (31 4) 553-5371.

Lucas-Hu nt
Why Hassle With An
Answering Machine?

From FIome

Introducing CallNotes a new voice
message service from Southwestern
Bell ·that will ...

To School
in minutes!
Plus
-Free Heat & Hot Water
-Pool
-Tennis Courts
-10 LaundIy Rooms
-Cable Available
000

-Outdoor Fitness Trail
-Clubhouse
-Garage & Carports
-Bus Stop on Complex
-Private Entry Gate

Beat The Fall Rush. Apply Today!

Call now and receive a student/faculty discount of
200/0 -until Jan 1, 1993 -- AND the installation is FREE!

Why haven't you called yet?
1-800-824-4424 ext. 24
AVAILABLE IN MOST AREAS

Lucas - Hunt Village
Rental Office: 381-0550
5303 Lucas-Hunt Rd.
at Interstate 70

~

take' messages while your roommate is on the phone, AND
keep them s-e...;p-a-r-a-t-e and private from your roommates', AND
let you pick them up from any touch-tone phone ... anywhere
... anytime, AND
let you save (or deiete) each message ... individually, ALL
for less than a mediwn pizza (regular price, not 4 bucks)

CALLNoTES. THE ANSWER YOU·VE BEEN WAITING FOR.

u.corporvJ.d

We care about you ...
from design to management

Directions: From Hwy. 70. go north
on Lucas-Hunt. 114 mile. Left side.

'Southwestern Bell Messaging Services walves Its CallNotes $16.75 Installation charge and pays the $7.75
installation charge for a Southwestern Bell telephone company call forwarding feature. Regular prices start
at $8.95 per month, and Include a $2.00 tarilTed monthly rate for the telephone company call forwarding
feature. Applicable taxes not Included . Discount applies to Call Notes service only.

\

•

£VER"tDAY

EVERYDAY

Show your school spirit vvith this rugged clothing with your
school logo printed across the front!
ORDER #
DESCRIPTION
EVERYDAY
#1Ci10981
Cotton/Polyester Blend Sweatshirt
$19.99
#1010980
100% Cotton T-Shirt
$9.99
#1010987
100% Cotton Tank (not D.ClCU'''.o
$14.99

79~

99

$

.A~ PRODUCTS
COLLEGE LOGO
AMPAO

WlREBOU ... D NOTEBOOK
One-subject 11 x 8';," notebook vvith
. 90 sheets. 111009801.

CRAM WORLD GLOBE

$3

EVERYDAY

O'Sl[kkIJfYYc

COMPUTER WORK CE...TER

F1nis~d in warm colonial oak laminate and includes a desk,
hutch, 90" corner adapter and printer stand. Twin doors
protect accessories when not in use while a spacious drawer
below provides easy access to supplies. Adjustable/removable
and solid oak pulls.
monitor and paper shelf. Steel noor
50/:h x -42%w x 23?-'od ". Some
uired. #2001514.

99

2-POCl<£r PORTFOLIO
Laminated paper portfolios in white
blue red or
.1/1010955.

EnMfu
COLLEGE IMPRINT

Fully updated 12- Slobe with the
fifteen new countnes of the former
Soviet Union. Blue oceans and
raised relief. Metal semi-meridian
and base. #1011613.

YOUR CHOICE

. TECH

PLA...... ER

5 x 8" weekly planner. August
1992-July 1993. One week
per two PClge spread.
Available in black, blue or
red. #1011046.

$

"SAVANAH" DAYPACK ~~~~

Rugged water· resistant Cordura Plus
vvith a suede
bottom bottom. Large main compartment, zippered front
pocket. Ufetime manufacturer's warranty. #1011692.

EVERYDAY

99
t(sJC)
QUICKER CLICKER""
AUTOMATIC PENCil
Economical automatic pencils with handy lead advance on
side. Uses 0.5mm lead. Blue barrel. 3 pack. #1008795.

BRITE L1 ...ERS

Bic quality in a pen-style highlighter. Durable chisel tip for
broad or fine strokes. Resists drying! even if left uncapped for
days' Six pack of assorted colors. #I 1 QO.4 753.

WEBSTER'S II NEW
RIVERSIDE DICTIONARY

s~$5999
BUSINESS DRAFTING TABU
Sturdy table vvith 30 x 42" w hite laminated top that adjusts
front and back. Black base with foot rest. #2001953.

A quick reference book that will
give you all the answers . #1010730.

$3'9
£VER"tDAY

@ BELl: Phones

19

EVERYDAY

BY~f'Ell P#CJIES

$19999~~~1

THE1S0
SLlM·SmE TELEPHONE

Dysan"

Built vvith Genuirl€ BELL N reliability
and durability. Features three fast-dial
emergency buttons and 10 auto-dial
numbers. Lighted keypad. For desk or
wall . #3002506 .

PACK DS/DD DISKETTES

Wrrr buy ten when you only need two'

1DO% error free for
quality performance. Two doub le-sidedldouble-de~ity
diskettes. 31."-#4002205 or 5/:"·#4002206.

IPCACCESSORIESf

699

$

6 99

BRAND TAPE DISPENSERS

Economical, rugged
vvith contemporary
space-saving design. W";ah·t,,n for easy one-hand operation.
Hold tape on 1" core
long and 1." wide. Choose
002995.
black, putty, It.

UR CHOICE
£VER"tDAY

$1

. .EVERYDAY

3\11

High-speed G3·compatible fax machine vvith 5-page automatic
document feeder and 16-step gray scale for sharper faxes . 100
2-touch speed dialing and auto-redial. Answering-machine jack.
#300\2713 .

EVERYDAY

~%GllJI'2GA80cCES OE]8j01 IESbJr
~

LOCKI ...G DISKmE BOX

KEYBOARD WRIST REST

Safely file your diskettes in these plastic boxes with key-locking
smoke-tint hinged lids and tabbed dividers. Handle for easy
carrying. Holds 120 3/('" diskettes.#4002097.

•

Ideal for conference or
break rooms, office,
dormitory and more! Fullwidth freezer compartm
removable shelves, bottle
rack and door shelVes.
(opper-tone finish. 33Y.h x
20W x 23d". #3002639 .

The ultimate electronic organizer!
features electronic calendars,
scheduler alarms, telephone &
address directorie.st worldilocal
clocks and more. Massive 128K
memory. #3002535:

$199~

99

••• •
•
• •

•

•

'II-__~--I~_

$3

EVERYDAY

Advanced

GRJlVlS

99

SEE-THROUGH
ANALOG JOYSTICK
Limited edition - see the electro-mechanics that make it work!
features three microswitch fire buttons and full-size tensionadjustable padded handle. Includes 2 software programs and
mail-in offer for one more free game software package (details
). for IBM and
#4502492.

BIZMART DELIVERS
386SX/25MHz.
YOU GET ALL THIS FOR ONLY
PERFORMANCE
A PRINTER & A CABLE
ALL ATONE
SUPER-LOW PRICE'

$

15397

03B6SX, 25MHz .
02MB standard RAM
o85MB hard drive

floppy drives
014 - VGA (alar Monitor
o Keyboard

.

McmPUTI.RffiINID
The ideal feature-packed 9-pin dot-matrix printer for small businesses! Has
five resident fonts, 10 sizes and eight enhancements. #4501874.

Puts a high-resolution television in your computer! Lets you
receive IV signals and view them on your computer moriitor.
features 119-channel cable-ready tuner and includes a highquality speaker. Works with DOS or Windows. #4502617.

PRI ...TER CABLE
printer cable. #-4501838.

NEX T DAY DE LIVERY

~

1- 800 -688 - 6278

MARYLAND HEIGHTS CRESTWOOD
11550 Page Service Rd.

56 7-3626

L/

$3999 ~[

oMS-DOS
oPfS:first Choice
#4503069

~~~NX.1001
MULTI·FONT PRI ...TER

Six-loot

An adventure in anatomyl Study the inner workings of the
complex machine - the human body. Includes information on
first ai9,. gerl€ral fitness, sports injUries and common illness.
#45021S44.

EVERYDAY

EXEC 386-25 ™
COMPUTER
o Dual

BODYWORKS
SOFTWARE

9901 Watson Rd.

821-8332

OLIVEn E

MANCHESTER AVE.

. 991-2336

645-4422

1010 Collingwood

6590 ManchesterAve.

~~~~ ~~

MICROTRAC SOFTWARE i • • • •• • • • ,
SPANISH ASSISTANT SOFTWARE

Your passport to translation! Translates simple English
.
documents by analyZing individual sentences. Translates worck
for phraszs, conjugates verbs, provides gender &
'
nt and works with word order. #4502850.

Get More Purchasing
Power with BIZCHARGE!

~.
Most major credit
cards accepted

STORE HOURS
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-9:00 PM
Sat, 9:00 AM-9:00 PM
Sun. 12:00 PM-6:00 PM

BIZvv\,RT has made every e.ffort tp e.nsure the prices listed are accurate; however we. are. not responsible for typographicol or pictoria~ errors. We rl!se:rve the ~ght to limit quantttles. BIZMART will meet or beat any current, locallY advertised price on ~ny of the 1.0,000 products that we stock.

